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Executive Summary
Geoscience Australia (GA) and Dr M.A. Habermehl have been contracted by the Australian
Government Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts (DEWHA) to provide expert
advice in relation to the likely groundwater impacts of proposed and potential future Coal Seam Gas
(CSG) extraction activities in the Surat and Bowen Basins, Queensland by Australia Pacific (APLNG),
Queensland Gas Company/British Gas (Queensland Curtis LNG - QCLNG) and Santos Limited
(Gladstone LNG - GLNG).
We have reviewed the content of the Environmental Impact Statements and supporting
documentation put forward by the three proponents, along with subsequent additional data and
information, supplemented by discussions with the proponents. Based on this information, we
consider that, while the Environmental Impact Statements relating to proposed and potential future
CSG extraction activities in the Surat and Bowen Basins, Queensland identify and assess a number of
potential local scale (project area) groundwater related impacts, there are some matters that
require further consideration under the Environment, Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
(EPBC) Act 1999.
We recognise that a number of the shortfalls we have identified can be addressed through the
provision of information and modelling developed by the proponents subsequent to the submission
of the EIS, and through the collection of additional information and data in the context of an
adaptive management approach. However, we consider that the overriding issue in CSG
development is the uncertainty surrounding the potential cumulative, regional scale impacts of
multiple developments. The information provided in the assessed EIS documents is not suitable for
understanding the likely impacts of widespread CSG development across the Surat and Bowen
Basins. This necessitates the development of a regional-scale, multilayer groundwater flow model
that incorporates data from both private and public sector sources. We emphasise, however, that
any modelled outcomes will be accompanied by high inherent uncertainties until sufficient CSG
production data is available to calibrate the groundwater model.
The following summarises our assessment of the proposed projects according to the issues
requested for specific evaluation. We emphasise that this assessment relates to the potential
impacts of individual operations on the identified issues and does not consider the likely impacts of
multiple CSG operations.

The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts
on and within the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) and other affected surface and groundwater systems
(this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise
and dewater and the likely impacts).
•

Within the limitations of available data, the ‘project-scale’ models produced by all the
proponents are suitable as a preliminary basis for estimating hydrogeological impacts on and
within the GAB and other potentially affected surface and groundwater systems within the
influence of the proposed operations. We have, however, noted a number of shortfalls in
the modelling approaches taken by each proponent.

•

The modelling results reported require further work to fully establish the uncertainties and
sensitivity of the models to the large predicted drawdowns that will occur in the coal
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measures, and hence does not provide a level of confidence in the model outputs and the
conclusions drawn from them.
•

APLNG’s ‘cumulative’ model represents a useful preliminary assessment of potential
regional hydrogeological impacts resulting from a range of groundwater extraction activities,
and provides a good starting point for development of a regional model to underpin
groundwater impact prediction and management.

•

The project and regional scale models presented provide useful preliminary assessments of
potential hydrogeological impacts resulting from a range of groundwater extraction
activities. We understand that the proponents are in the process of developing new models
or refining the existing models.

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the CSG
activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction have, in general, been
adequately addressed with, while there is scope for further elaboration regarding some aspects.
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, geological and project development information
provided in individual proposals, we conclude that:
•

The modelled vertical recharge and artesian pressure changes resulting from coal seam
depressurisation are realistic and likely to result in groundwater flow into the coal
measures from adjacent aquifers. We consider that these changes will be reversible
over medium to long term timeframes (decades to centuries), depending on the specific
aquifer and the management strategies applied.

•

Cross-contamination is likely to be of little consequence as the majority of inter-aquifer
transfer will involve the migration of higher quality water from adjacent underlying and
overlying sandstone aquifers into coal measures.

•

The structural integrity of aquifers in relation to groundwater transmission is unlikely to
be significantly impacted by the proposed groundwater extraction. We note that
groundwater extraction may cause some aquifer compaction that is likely to result in
subsidence (as identified by the proponents and discussed below).

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the Great Artesian Basin.’
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, environmental and management information
provided, we agree with APLNG and QGC that the risk of impact from groundwater extraction in
individual operations to the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of
native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin‘ is low,
based on the following:
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• With one exception, documented and/or surveyed natural discharge sites (springs) are
located outside the CSG fields and the modelled zones of groundwater drawdown.
• Proposed monitoring programs are likely to enable detection of potentially deleterious
changes to groundwater level or quality.
•

Proposed controls on the location and construction of infrastructure would avoid physical
impacts on environments suitable for hosting EPBC Act listed communities.

•

A small number of additional natural discharge sites proximal to the CSG fields may need to
be investigated and assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance.

Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, environmental and management information
provided, we suggest that Santos consider further investigations to fully assess the risk of impact
from groundwater extraction to the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The
community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater from the Great
Artesian Basin‘. Our assessment is based on the following:
•

A number of surveyed and unsurveyed natural groundwater discharge sites (springs)
proximal to the Santos CSG fields require assessment to determine their EPBC Act
significance.

•

Proposed monitoring programs do not state how trigger levels will be acted upon with
regards to mitigating changes to groundwater flow or quality in springs.

Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and the
likely long-term impact(s).
•

A reduction in pressure due to water extraction down-gradient of the GAB aquifer intake
beds will not affect the rate of recharge.

•

We consider that proposed infrastructure located within the intake beds of the GAB in
unlikely to significantly reduce the amount of groundwater recharge.

•

There is currently insufficient information to understand the relative significance of the
proposed CSG activities in proportion to recharge to individual GAB aquifers. We consider
that the total proposed annual extraction volumes may represent a moderate proportion of
annual recharge to the GAB in the project areas, but that this represents a relatively small
proportion of total recharge to the GAB. Detailed water balance modelling is required to
quantify these relative volumes.

•

We note that however, that while individual operations may not represent a significant
potential impact to overall GAB recharge, if similar extraction volumes were to occur from a
number of CSG developments, GAB recharge could be significantly impacted. In such a
scenario, we consider that a reduction in recharge volumes basinward of the CSG
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developments could result in reduced artesian pressures and potential impacts on EPBC Act
significant spring communities further afield from the developments.
•

We are unaware of any existing data or modelling results that would be suitable for
assessing the likelihood or potential timeframes for such impacts, although groundwater
movement rates in deeper GAB aquifers suggest that any impact (and recovery) would be
extremely long term (i.e. occurring over many thousands of years or more).

Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on existing
groundwater flow processes.
Based upon the geological and technical information provided by the proponents with regards to the
potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’), we consider that the potential risks posed by
fraccing are low. We conclude that:
• While the potential for fraccing activities to impact on the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, can never be completely eliminated,
the competent application of industry standard technologies, techniques, and
monitoring/mitigation measures proposed by each proponent are considered appropriate
for minimising the risk.
• All proponents have adequately assessed any potential risks associated with fraccing
activities and have proposed appropriate monitoring and mitigation measures.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.
Based upon our assessment of the geological and geotechnical information provided, and relevant
information from other sources, we agree with the proponents that there is a likelihood of
subsidence, and that this could result in several centimetres of surface subsidence.
However, based on the estimated magnitude of the subsidence (in the order or centimetres to tens
of centimetres), and with reference to subsidence assessments for CSG activities in similar geological
environments elsewhere, we consider that the risk of impacts to surface water and shallow
groundwater systems are very low.
We suggest that the monitoring measures currently proposed by the APLNG and Santos could be
strengthened by assessing deformation at the land surface as well as in the aquifers and coal seams.
We suggest that the monitoring measures currently proposed by QGC, which assess both surface
and sub-surface deformation are appropriate and could be value-added by linking into a regional
program of monitoring lead by the relevant State Government agency.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or connected
surface water resources.
On the basis of the available information, we consider that there is a limited likelihood of impact on
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MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of any of the proposed
individual operations.

This assessment is based primarily on information suggesting that the only a small number of
proposed CSG tenements are proximal to the Condamine River Valley and are located in an area
where there is no known hydraulic connection between the Walloon Coal Measures (which will
undergo depressurisation) and alluvial aquifers.

Initial advice on potential cumulative impacts on the issues above
While all proponents identify the issue of cumulative impacts of groundwater extraction activities in
the region, only APLNG and Santos have attempted to quantify this.
We consider that these cumulative impact assessments are unavoidably inadequate due to the
inability of individual proponents to access commercial-in-confidence data from a number of
sources. We do not consider, however, that individual proponents are in a position to develop
regional scale models that incorporate confidential drilling and production data from other sources.
We consider that the successful long-term monitoring and management of groundwater resources
and groundwater-dependent EPBC communities dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the GAB should be based on a comprehensive regional groundwater simulation model
developed using all available data.

Recommendations
Although we consider that a number of the issues requested by DEWHA have not been fully
addressed by the material within the EISs, we note that in many cases the necessary information
relating to the impacts of individual operations has either been developed since the submission of
the EISs, or can be acquired in the course of subsequent development under an explicit adaptive
management strategy. We have noted that the current groundwater modelling is inadequate in
terms of scale and detail to address the impacts of multiple CSG developments on groundwater
interactions in the GAB and hence on EPBC listed discharge springs communities in the GAB.
However, if the following recommendations are implemented, it should be possible to manage the
potential groundwater impacts of proposed and potential future CSG extraction activities in the
Surat and Bowen Basin, and minimise the risk of unintentional outcomes for the Great Artesian
Basin.
We thus make the following key recommendations for a staged process of adaptive management of
CSG development.

1. Management of uncertainty
Given the resulting levels of uncertainty in relation to cumulative impacts at the regional scale of a
number of CSG developments, a precautionary approach should be taken in relation to approving
proposed and potential CSG developments, recognising the fundamental principle that excessive
rates of groundwater extraction will have impacts on groundwater and connected surface water
systems, and groundwater dependent values such as EPBC listed discharge springs communities in
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the GAB groundwater dependent ecosystems.
In the absence of sufficient evidence to characterise and quantify these potential impacts or to
define excessive rates of extraction, we recommend that proposed and potential CSG
development should be undertaken with an explicit requirement to minimise and mitigate any
impacts during production.

2. Refinement of existing models as an initial basis for development
We have noted a number of shortfalls in the models presented in the EISs, but consider that overall
these models provide useful preliminary assessments of potential hydrogeological impacts resulting
from a range of groundwater extraction activities.
We recommend that the predictions of these models could serve as a preliminary basis for
informing initial decisions about the approval of the CSG developments, pending a positive
assessment of the validity and implications of the new models we understand have been
developed by the proponents since the submission of the EISs.

3. Modelling regional scale impacts of cumulative CSG developments
We consider that the proponents have, for the most part, proposed appropriate mitigation
measures to address the short term, local scale impacts of groundwater extraction on groundwater
users. However, it is not clear that the measures proposed in the individual proponents’ proposals
will be adequate to fully address regional scale impacts on EPBC values or aquifer interactions.
We recommend that a regional-scale, multi-state and multi-layer model of the cumulative effects
of multiple developments, and a regional-scale monitoring and mitigation approach will be
developed to assess and manage these impacts. Such a model could be used to set the parameters
for an adaptive management framework in which monitoring and mitigation strategies can be
developed that will be applicable at both the project and regional scale. We consider that concerted
Commonwealth and State action will be necessary to develop such a model as a high priority.

4. Management of long-term water balance impacts
We emphasise that any groundwater model, no matter how well-parameterised, calibrated and
validated, is an interpretation of a groundwater system, and therefore subject to uncertainty. Given
that there are shortfalls in the parameterisation and calibration of the models presented in the EISs,
we consider that there are high levels of uncertainty in the accuracy of the predicted impacts of CSG
development on groundwater behaviour and on EPBC listed ecological communities dependent on
discharge from the GAB.
For this reason, we recommend that measures to mitigate the potential impacts of proposed
operations on water balances, such as the re-injection of treated associated water back into
appropriate permeable formation(s) to re-establish pre-development pressure levels, be explored
as an option and considered as a condition for approval of any development activities. This needs
to be undertaken in conjunction with appropriate measures to forecast and proactively manage any
short term impacts, and should enable the reversal of any medium to long term changes in artesian
groundwater pressures before they could impact on EPBC listed discharge communities. The design
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of and volumes involved in these activities should be informed by a regional-scale groundwater
model.
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1. Background Information

1.1 Request for Services

Geoscience Australia (GA) and Dr M.A. Habermehl have been contracted by the Australian
Government Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and the Arts (DEWHA) to provide expert
advice in relation to the likely groundwater impacts of proposed and potential future Coal Seam Gas
(CSG) extraction activities in the Surat and Bowen Basins, Queensland.
The scope of services detailed in the Project contract is specified as follows:
GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl will provide advice in relation to the likely impacts of proposed and
potential future CSG extraction activities. Specific advice will be provided on the potential impacts of
the proposed gas field activity on the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) as it relates to matters protected
under the Environment, Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and Water Act
2007. This includes:
•

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’;

•

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the
CSG activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater;

•

Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on
existing groundwater flow processes; and

•

Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and
the likely long-term impact(s).

GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl will also review specific information provided by project proponents
regarding the likely impacts of their proposed activities on groundwater values including those
detailed above.
The Services to be provided by GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl are described below:
1. Review the groundwater information and modelling of Australian Pacific LNG, Queensland
Gas Company (British Gas) and Santos.
2. Provide a written assessment regarding:
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•

the extent to which risks of significant impacts to the GAB and other affected surface
and groundwater systems are identified and assessed in the available documentation.
Where any risks are not adequately identified and assessed, please provide initial advice
on what further data or analysis is required and what steps would be needed to obtain
the necessary data or analysis (including timeframes).

•

the extent to which the measures and conditions proposed by the proponent and
Queensland in relation to the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems
can be regarded as adequately mitigating those risks. If your initial analysis suggests that
risks will not be mitigated adequately, what other measures or requirements are
potentially available to mitigate these risks and what further data or analysis is needed
to reach a fully informed view?

•

the adequacy of the proponents’ hydro-geological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts on and within the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater
systems (this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more
aquifers to depressurise and dewater and the likely impacts);

•

any further questions that should be put to the proponents or QDERM concerning
hydrological or water quality impacts on groundwater and surface water systems as
would affect matters of NES;

•

initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or
connected surface water resources;

•

initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the
proposals;

•

any questions that should be put to the proponents or QDERM concerning MDB system
impacts.

•

a work plan and budget for undertaking additional work to fill the critical information
gaps, taking into account synergies with the Great Artesian Water Resources Assessment
being conducted jointly by GA and CSIRO.
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1.2 This Report

This report represents the final deliverable under Phase One of the Project “Provision of advice in
relation to the potential impacts of coal seam gas extraction activities in the Surat and Bowen Basin,
Queensland” in relation to potential impacts on Environment, Protection and Biodiversity
Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) and Water Act 2007 matters, and provides a detailed assessment
and advice regarding the overall likely impacts of proposed CSG activities based on the review of
material provided to GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl. This report also scopes further work required.
The advice contained herein has focused on reviewing the hydrogeological and groundwater-related
management information in the Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) and related Appendices and
Supplements put forward by the project proponents – Australia Pacific (APLNG), Queensland Gas
Company (British Gas) - (Queensland Curtis LNG - QCLNG) and Santos (Santos Limited – Gladstone
GLNG) relating to proposed CSG developments in the Surat and Bowen Basins, Queensland (Fig. 1.21).
The full range of documents referred to in the assessment is detailed in Appendix 2. The quantity
and range of documents reviewed in order to provide the requested assessment is significantly
greater than that initially specified in the Project Scope provided by DEWHA as additional EIS
documentation needed to be examined and the three proponents provided significant further
written material and responses to written questions and discussions at meetings during the review
period.
In addition, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl have completed this assessment in the knowledge that:
•

The content of the documents reviewed may be up to 18 months old, and in many cases
may have been superseded.

•

Queensland Government (Qld DERM) and several of the proponents have proposed or
initiated additional investigations and modelling; the timeframes for completion and
delivery of these products are not compatible with the Phase One assessment process.

Additional and updated material has been almost continuously delivered to GA and Dr M.A.
Habermehl by the proponents and DEWHA during the review process. In order to provide an
assessment within the timeframes (17 September 2010) specified by DEWHA a cut-off date of 3
September 2010 has been imposed, although an additional meeting with the proponents and GA
and Dr M.A. Habermehl was held on 10 September 2010, following an earlier meeting on 23 August
2010. This means that only documentation or data specifically requested after 3 September 2010
has been taken into account in the assessment presented here.
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Figure 1.2-1. Map showing the location of existing and proposed coal seam gas permits in
Queensland, with tenements considered in the current assessment coloured by proponent.
Boundaries of the Surat, Bowen and Great Artesian Basins are indicated, as are major surface
drainage systems and GABSI rehabilitated bores.
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2. Assessment and Advice
2.1 AUSTRALIA PACIFIC LNG (APLNG)
2.1.1 Project Summary
Australia Pacific LNG proposes to extract coal seam gas (CSG) from the Jurassic-aged coal measures
in the eastern part of the Surat Basin in Queensland. The Walloon Coal Measures gas fields are
located in Queensland's Surat Basin on the Eastern Downs. The APLNG tenements in the region
cover an area of approximately 5700 km2 and are shown in Figure 2.1-1.
The development will involve drilling up to 10,000 wells over 30 years with a maximum of 600 wells
drilled per year. Well spacing for field development is envisaged to be between 500 m and 1500 m.
However, an average well spacing of 750 m has been used for development planning and impact
assessment purposes. Approximately 5,000 wells will be drilled in the period from 2011 to 2021 to
meet the demand of a two train or 9 Mtpa LNG facility to be constructed at Gladstone. An additional
5,000 wells will be drilled over the remaining years of the Project to supply the LNG facility when it is
upgraded to four LNG production trains. Coal seam gas fields will produce gas at rates ranging from
75-450 TJ/day.
Associated groundwater production is expected to peak at around 170 ML/day, and this is predicted
to occur within the first 20 years. However there remains a high level of uncertainty regarding both
the magnitude and timing of this estimate.
The APLNG tenements fall predominantly within the Surat and Surat East Groundwater Management
Areas, and partly within the Surat North Management Area, as defined in the Great Artesian Basin
Water Resource Plan (DNRM 2005).
The Surat Management Area overlies the full Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous sequence in the Surat
Basin and the Upper Triassic sediments of the Bowen Basin in the west.
The Surat East Management Area overlies sediments of Kumbarilla Beds, Walloon Coal Measures,
Hutton and Precipice Sandstones of the Surat Basin and the Clematis Sandstone of the Bowen Basin.
The Surat North Management Area covers the sediments of the Westbourne Formation, Injune
Creek Group, Hutton and Precipice Sandstones within the Surat Basin and the Clematis Sandstone
within the Bowen Basin.
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Figure 2.1-1. Location of coal seam gas tenements considered in the current assessment. The
location of the artesian/sub-artesian divide, surface drainage and basin boundaries are also
shown.
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2.1.2 Summary of Assessment
The following summarises our assessment of the QGC proposed CSG development activities.

The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts
on and within the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) and other affected surface and groundwater systems
(this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise
and dewater and the likely impacts).
APLNG present two numerical hydrogeological simulation models – one ‘project-scale’ model which
predicts impacts for their proposed operations, and the other a ‘cumulative’ model which attempts
to account for impacts resulting from multiple CSG operations in the region. Based on the
information provided by APLNG in their EIS documents, and discussions with APLNG, our assessment
concludes that:
•

Within the limitations of available data, the ‘project-scale’ simulation model produced is
suitable for estimating hydrogeological impacts on and within the GAB and other potentially
affected surface and groundwater systems within the influence of the APLNG operations.
We have, however, noted some shortfalls in the modelling approach.

•

The modelling results reported by APLNG require further work to fully establish the
uncertainties and sensitivity of the models to the large predicted drawdowns that will occur
in the coal measures, and hence does not provide a level of confidence in the model outputs
and the conclusions drawn from them.

•

The modelled occurrence, magnitude and extent of depressurisation in the Springbok,
Hutton and Precipice Sandstone aquifers is consistent with the proposed groundwater
extraction operations, and represents effective maximum drawdown values when compared
with impacts from existing CSG operations in the region.

•

The ‘cumulative’ numerical groundwater simulation model represents a useful preliminary
assessment of potential hydrogeological impacts resulting from a range of groundwater
extraction activities, and provides a good starting point for development of a regional model
to underpin groundwater impact prediction and management.

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the CSG
activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction have, in general, been
adequately addressed with, while there is scope for further elaboration regarding some aspects.
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, geological and project development information
provided, we conclude that:
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•

The modelled vertical recharge and artesian pressure changes resulting from coal seam
depressurisation are realistic and likely to result in groundwater flow into the coal measures
from adjacent aquifers. We consider that these changes are reversible over timeframes of
decades to centuries, depending on the specific aquifer and the management strategies
applied.

•

Cross-contamination is likely to be of little consequence as the majority of inter-aquifer
transfer will involve the migration of higher quality water from adjacent underlying and
overlying sandstone aquifers into the Walloon Coal Measures.

•

The structural integrity of aquifers in relation to groundwater transmission is unlikely to be
significantly impacted by the proposed groundwater extraction. We note that groundwater
extraction may cause some aquifer compaction that is likely to result in subsidence (as
identified by the proponent and discussed below).

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the Great Artesian Basin.’
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, environmental and management information
provided, we agree with APLNG that the risk of impact from groundwater extraction to the EPBC Act
listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural
discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin‘ is low, based on the following:
• With one exception, documented and/or surveyed natural discharge sites (springs) are
located outside the CSG fields and the modelled zones of groundwater drawdown.
• Proposed monitoring programs are likely to enable detection of potentially deleterious
changes to groundwater level or quality.
• Proposed controls on the location and construction of infrastructure would avoid physical
impacts on environments suitable for hosting EPBC Act listed communities.
• A small number of additional natural discharge sites proximal to the CSG fields may need to
be investigated and assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance.
Uncertainties in the extent of modelled groundwater drawdown, however, lead to the conclusion
that a small number of additional natural discharge of groundwater sites (springs) proximal to the
CSG fields may need to be investigated and assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance. We
suggest that the outcomes of such investigations could provide input to the adaptive management
process proposed by APLNG and ensure that the baseline datasets upon which monitoring and
mitigation measures are based are both robust and complete.
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Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and the
likely long-term impact(s).
•

Insufficient data was provided in the EIS or upon request to enable an assessment of the
impact of associated water production upon recharge in terms of the GAB water balance.

•

We note that the total magnitude of annual average proposed extraction by APLNG
represents 15% of total annual recharge to the potentially affected GAB aquifers including
the Walloon Coal Measures.

•

The majority of existing groundwater users and environmental values in the Hutton and
Precipice Sandstone aquifers are located up-gradient of the proposed extraction activities.

•

Long-term impacts of the proposed CSG activities on recharge are possible, and would most
likely manifest as a reduction in recharge volumes downgradient and basinward of the CSG
developments, which could result in reduced artesian pressures and potential impacts on
EPBC Act significant spring communities much further afield.

•

We are unaware of any existing data or modelling results that would be suitable for
assessing the likelihood or potential timeframes for such impacts, although groundwater
movement rates in deeper GAB aquifers suggest that any impact (and recovery) would be
extremely long term (i.e. occurring over many thousands of years or more).

Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on existing
groundwater flow processes.
Based upon the geological and technical information provided by APLNG with regards to the
potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’), we consider that the potential risks posed by
fraccing are low. We conclude that:
• The assessment completed by APLNG identifies and assesses relevant factors and risks
involved in the process.
• While the potential for fraccing activities to impact on the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, can never be completely eliminated,
the competent application of industry standard technologies, techniques, and
monitoring/mitigation measures proposed by APLNG are considered appropriate for
minimising the risk.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.
Based upon our assessment of the geological and geotechnical information provided, and relevant
information from other sources, we agree with APLNG that there is a likelihood of subsidence, and
that this could result in several centimetres of surface subsidence.
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However, based on the estimated magnitude of the subsidence (in the order or centimetres to tens
of centimetres), and with reference to subsidence assessments for CSG activities in similar geological
environments elsewhere, we consider that the risk of impacts to surface water and shallow
groundwater systems are very low.
We suggest that the monitoring measures currently proposed by APLNG could be strengthened by
assessing deformation at the land surface as well as in the aquifers and coal seams.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or connected
surface water resources.
On the basis of the available information, we consider that there is a limited likelihood of impact on
MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of the proposed APLNG
operations.
This assessment is based primarily on information suggesting that the small number of APLNG
tenements proximal to the Condamine River Valley are located in an area where there is no known
hydraulic connection between the Walloon Coal Measures (which will undergo depressurisation) and
alluvial aquifers.
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2.1.3 Assessment of Proposed Development

a.
The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological
impacts on and within the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems (this would
include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise and
dewater and the likely impacts).
Model Description
APLNG have developed a finite element groundwater simulation model (FEFLOW) to predict changes
in hydraulic head in the Walloon Coal Measures and overlying and underlying aquifers in response to
CSG depressurisation activities within their tenements. The model domain extends over almost all of
the Surat Basin in Queensland and occupies an area of 172,740 km2. The model is partitioned into 22
layers to represent the 11 hydrostratigraphic units in the Surat Basin (11 of the model layers are
located in the Walloon Coal Measures and the Hutton Sandstone is divided into 2 layers based on
permeability). The regional mesh consists of 3 km-sized triangular finite elements around the APLNG
tenements, 6 km-sized triangular elements within a 70 km buffer of the tenements and 12 km-sized
elements in distal areas.
Model Parameters
Hydraulic parameters estimated for each model layer include horizontal and vertical hydraulic
conductivity, storativity and specific yield. Preliminary estimates of Kh for all model layers except the
Walloon Coal Measures were essentially text-book values derived from the literature and theoretical
relationships between permeability and (API) gamma ray counts from drill-holes. These were
modified during model calibration. Vertical hydraulic conductivity values were estimated by applying
an anisotropy multiplication factor to the calibrated Kh values. The anisotropy factor was 300 for
aquitards and formations with pronounced layering and 30 for aquifers. Kh values for the Walloon
Coal Measures were measured from drill stem tests (DST).
A uniform storativity value of 4 x 10-6 was assigned across the entire model domain. This value was
derived from a pump test in the Precipice Sandstone at the Kogan Creek power station, and it looks
to be artificially low for a permeable sandstone. A uniform specific yield value of 0.03 was assigned
to the uppermost model layers. Again, this may be artificially low for a permeable sandstone.
Recharge in layer 1 was assigned according to chloride mass balance estimates for the GAB intake
beds from Kellett et al. (2003). Recharge for the Upper Condamine alluvium was assigned according
to Lane (1979) and Huxley (1982). Minimal groundwater recharge of 0.025 mm/year was applied
over areas where Cainozoic alluvium overlies Evergreen Formation or Moolayember Formation rocks
and a low recharge rate of 0.5 mm/year was applied over the large model area southwest of the
tenements where Cainozoic alluvium overlies the Rolling Downs Group.
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Aquifer-stream bed interaction in the model is accomplished using a channel bed conductance term.
This conductance is constrained by inferred stream losses in the Condamine River and its tributaries
(Huxley, 1982).
Model Boundary Conditions
No-flow boundaries are set in all layers along the perimeter of the model, except in layers 1 and 2 in
the southwest of the model domain. This was to allow shallow groundwater to flow out of the model
domain at the downstream ends of the Condamine and Moonie River systems and was handled by
assigning a constant head boundary in these elements. The base of the Precipice Sandstone was
defined as hydraulic basement (i.e. specified as a no-flow boundary condition). This implies there is
no hydraulic connection between the Bowen and Surat Basins.
Model Predictions
Predicted drawdown of the potentiometric surface of the Walloon Coal Measures is not
documented in the EIS or supporting documentation, however there is a plot indicating drawdown
of greater than 5 m in the Taroom Coal Seams for the year 2049 (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10). This shows
the cone of depression >5 m extending up to 10 km beyond the tenement boundaries, but is no
more specific than that. Subsequently, APLNG have supplied predicted drawdowns for the key
aquifers in ten year time steps from 2019 to 2199. For the Springbok Sandstone the maximum
drawdown is predicted to occur in a small area south of Miles (the Undulla Nose) and be of the order
of 300 m from 2019 to 2039, declining to about 200 m after 2029 until about 2069. Lesser
drawdowns of the order of 150–200 m in the Springbok Sandstone are predicted to be generated
within the tenements until at least 2059.
Drawdowns of 5-10 m are predicted to occur in the Hutton Sandstone in a small area west of Miles
from 2059 to 2149. Zero drawdown is predicted to occur in the Precipice Sandstone over the life of
the project. Drawdowns of 5-10 m are predicted to be generated in the Gubberamunda Sandstone
south-west of Miles from 2029 to 2199. The predicted drawdowns in the Springbok, Hutton and
Precipice Sandstones are for the APLNG operations only, whereas cumulative operations are taken
into account for the Gubberamunda Sandstone predictions.
In summary, the model predicts depressurisation of the Walloon Coal Measures and the
Gubberamunda, Springbok and Hutton Sandstones, but there is no predicted dewatering.
Adherence to MDBC Groundwater Modelling Guidelines
The APLNG groundwater model has been evaluated for compliance with key criteria under the
MDBC best practice modelling guidelines (Middlemis et al. 2001) which document state-of-the-art
standards for undertaking and reporting groundwater modelling. Specifically, we have assessed the
simulation model against the guidelines for conceptualisation, calibration, prediction and sensitivity
/ uncertainty analysis.
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Conceptualisation
In our opinion, the APLNG model represents a realistic and defensible translation of a complex
hydrogeological physical system into a simulation model. Each of the 11 hydrostratigraphic units are
represented as separate layers in the model with the main layer of interest (the Walloon Coal
Measures) partitioned into 11 discrete layers to reflect the abundance of information on physical
parameters in that unit. The choice of the finite element code (FEFLOW) over the conventional finite
difference code (MODFLOW) by APLNG for model simulation appears to be a good one because the
triangular-prismatic elements allow better definition of the complex geology, particularly within the
tenements. The finer discretisation of the model mesh around the tenements gives greater
confidence in the predictions there.
It could be argued that a dual phase (water and gas) model would have been more appropriate for
the CSG simulations, but we note that APLNG have accounted for this by gradually reducing
hydraulic conductivity in the coal seams during the gas production phase.
The designation of boundary conditions by APLNG appears to be reasonable, apart from perhaps the
setting of no-flow boundaries in layers 3 and beyond along the southern model boundary (the
western boundary is not impacted because it is almost parallel to the regional groundwater flow
lines). In reality, the southern boundary is more or less orthogonal to flow lines in the deeper
aquifers and should be specified as groundwater flux (Neuman) boundary conditions. However, we
acknowledge that these elements are so far removed from the main area of interest (the tenements)
that this criticism is academic.
Like most models, the APLNG finite element model suffers from the assignation of bulk hydraulic
parameters for all layers except the coal seams. In reality, there is significant variation in these
parameters in all layers across the model domain, particularly in the Evergreen Formation. Of
particular concern is the lack of knowledge of storativity values of aquifers and aquitards, with a
uniform storativity derived from a single pump test being applied across the model domain. This is
not a concern for steady state calibration (as in this case) but would result in large and
unquantifiable uncertainties if the model was extended to transient conditions.
The model handles depressurisation of the Walloon Coal Measures by specifying constant head cells
35 m above the top of the WCM. In our opinion, it would have been preferable to configure these as
active elements with specified pumping rates. However, we acknowledge the large uncertainties
associated with specifying future CSG pumping rates.
Calibration
The model was calibrated against observed pressure measurements over all layers. Head
measurements away from the tenements were taken from the DERM groundwater database, across
various times and containing lithological interpretation uncertainties. A fundamental flaw in this
methodology is the underlying assumption that all the aquifers and aquitards in the Queensland
Surat Basin are in steady state equilibrium.
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The overall residual mean error for the model was 2% which appears to represent an acceptable
model calibration, but some of the residual standard deviations are high (25% in the Precipice
Sandstone, 23% in the Westbourne Formation, 19% in the Walloon Coal Measures and 15-16% in the
Springbok and Gubberamunda Sandstones).
Prediction
Predicted drawdowns in the major aquifers above and below the Walloon Coal Measures appear to
be intuitively as expected and reasonable. However, a possible exception is the near-zero drawdown
predicted for the Precipice Sandstone. It seems that the model developers assumed a tight seal for
the Evergreen Formation aquitard (between the Hutton and Precipice Sandstones). We have no way
of assessing this because Kh and Kv values for the aquitards were not documented in the EIS or in
any subsequent APLNG reports. In this regard, it is pertinent to note that drill stem tests in the
nearby petroleum well SDA Paddy Creek South #1 (Hodgkinson et al. 2010) show hydraulic
continuity between the Hutton and Precipice Sandstones (i.e. the Evergreen Formation is leaky at
this location).
The presentation of predicted drawdowns could be improved in the APLNG reports. The colour
coding used has too wide a range – it would have been better to use labelled contours. In the
particular case of the Gubberamunda Sandstone, it would have been more informative to show the
lateral extent of the 2 m drawdown contour, rather than the >5 m contour. This is important
because the Gubberamunda Sandstone aquifer has been targeted extensively and at great public
and private investment for pressure restoration works under the GABSI Phase 1 and 2 programs.
Bore capping has been done in many bores intersecting this aquifer 100 km down gradient and it
would be useful to know whether the 2 m drawdown cone of depression propagates this far.
The magnitude of drawdown in the cumulative and stand-alone models is remarkably similar. This
result is somewhat counter-intuitive considering a three fold difference in extraction rates between
the two models and implies the model may be insensitive to pumping rate.
Sensitivity/Uncertainty Analysis
There is an inherent uncertainty in this and all other CGS proponent models related to the capacity
of the model to predict the system response to large drawdowns of the order of several hundreds of
metres that will be generated in the Walloon Coal Measures. Groundwater models have been
developed primarily to predict the system response to perturbations, but the fundamental question
we must ask is: are such large drawdowns beyond the solution space of the model to predict impacts
satisfactorily? Is such a large perturbation beyond the scope of the model? It is therefore essential
that a post-audit of the model be made after, say, the first 5 years and thereafter at 5 yearly
intervals to check what actually happened. It may well be that the greatest uncertainties lie in the
water production volumes, not in the estimation of aquifer parameters. Note that the post-audit
review is a recommended final step in the MDBC Best Practice Guidelines for medium and high
complexity models.
Whilst it is not clear whether a formal sensitivity analysis was carried out on the APLNG model (i.e.
Assessing model sensitivity to doubling and halving Kh, etc), we note the developers produced a
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‘best estimate’ (calibrated) model, a ‘potential minimum impact’ model and a ‘potential maximum
impact’ model. These best and worst case scenarios are a surrogate for a formal sensitivity analysis.
Adequacy of Model for Estimating Impacts
Notwithstanding the shortcomings identified above, we are of the opinion that the APLNG
groundwater model is adequate to estimate potential hydrogeological impacts from CSG production.
As far as practicable, the model developers have followed MDBC best practice guidelines. However,
it needs to be acknowledged that the model has only been calibrated against steady state (and
variable quality) data, and that better constraints for aquifer storage values would be needed before
the model could be extended to transient conditions. The model could also be improved by varying
hydraulic parameters across the domain as these data become available. The fundamental question
regarding the capacity of the model to handle very large drawdowns in the Walloon Coal Measures
will only be answered when production ramps up.

b.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow,
cross contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of
the CSG activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
APLNG CSG developments are located between Millmerran and Roma – Wandoan, in an area where
most waterbores tap the aquifers of the Bungil Formation, Gubberamunda Sandstone, Walloon Coal
Measures, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone (APLNG Volume 2, Chapter 10, Figures 10.9
and 10.10). Predictions of the drawdown in these aquifers resulting from CSG groundwater
extraction have been made using numerical groundwater simulation models and the results are
shown in APLNG Volume 2, Chapter 10, Figures 10.11 to 10.16.
Groundwater extraction from bores causes drawdown of the potentiometric surface of the aquifer
from which the groundwater is pumped. A cone of depression will develop, which will expand
laterally and vertically over time. Cones of depression of adjoining bores will overlap and the result is
interference and accumulation of the cones of depression. Significant lowering of the potentiometric
surfaces of the most commonly exploited aquifers in the Great Artesian Basin has taken place since
the start of development of the GAB in 1878.
The modelling results indicate that this historical drawdown is likely to be exacerbated by extraction
of the volumes of groundwater extracted through coal seam gas developments in the Surat Basin.
The considerable volumes of groundwater will be extracted over a period of several decades from
the Walloon Coal Measures will depressurise this geological unit to allow coal seam gas to desorb
and be produced. As a result, vertical leakage is likely to take place from the overlying and
underlying aquifers of the Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone, and to
a lesser extent from the Gubberamunda Sandstone, into the Walloon Coal Measures and cause
drawdown of the potentiometric surface of these aquifers.
We assess that drawdown beyond the CSG tenements is relatively small compared to the
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drawdowns from a relatively large concentration of bores to the southwest of the tenements. Bores
in the latter area are currently showing a slight increase in aquifer potentiometric surfaces as a
result of continuing GABSI rehabilitation. Any drawdown effect from the CSG activities will be
compensated by the increase due to the GABSI program, therefore it will be difficult to differentiate
the opposing changes. A small number of bores in the southwestern part of the northern APLNG
tenement and the southern part of the SANTOS Roma tenements are still artesian, with all other
bores within and beyond the tenements being now sub-artesian (Figure 2.1-1). Most of the present
sub-artesian bores were artesian during the early part of last century, but as a result of large scale
drawdown by all bores in the region, they have become sub-artesian. Any reduction in artesian
pressure caused by the CSG activities will only have a limited effect on bores in the immediate
surroundings of the CSG tenements.
The degree to which artesian pressures will be affected will not be known until either further vertical
hydraulic conductivity data is collected, allowing more accurate drawdown predictions, or a
monitoring of multiple aquifers within existing fields verifies the magnitude of hydraulic connection
between aquifers adjacent to the coal measures. As a surrogate regional pressure data provided by
APLNG for the Springbok, Precipice, Hutton Sandstones and the WCM was assessed to obtain an
indication of the degree of connection with the groundwater system.
Pressure values for the Springbok, Precipice, Hutton Sandstones and the WCM generally lie on a
similar pressure gradient. A plot of hydraulically connected aquifer pressures would show a similar
trend, but this does not necessarily prove connectivity between individual aquifers. Further data
such as aquifer chemistry, long-term pumping tests or pressure data from adjacent aquifers during
production of water from WCM would be required in order to fully assess connectivity of the
system. However, pressure data from within the WCM provided by APLNG and QGC, from the
Talinga and Berwyndale South fields respectively, indicates that there is poor vertical
interconnection within some areas of the WCM. This agrees with the proposition from the
proponents that vertical flow is likely to be low due to the low permeability of the interburden
within the WCM and may reduce the amount of induced leakage likely to occur from adjacent
aquifers to that which numerical simulation modelling predicts. APLNG are currently installing
nested piezometers to monitor pressure variations within over and underlying aquifers in their
producing CSG field. (pers. comm. A. Moser 1/9/10).
Cross-contamination is considered a minor issue, as the physical characteristics and groundwater
chemistry of the groundwater in the aquifers is similar and within acceptable ranges for water
supply purposes. The exception is the groundwater from the Walloon Coal Measures, which is more
saline and has a different chemistry compared to the other Jurassic aquifers. However, the
groundwater from the Walloon Coal Measures is pumped to the ground surface as associated water
during coal seam gas production and disposed of or re-injected following desalination processes.
Vertical leakage of better quality groundwater from the other Jurassic aquifers is likely to take place
into the Walloon Coal Measures.
We consider that structural integrity of the coal seams and aquifers of the Walloon Coal Measures
has the potential to be affected by groundwater extraction. Coal seam gas extraction involves
reducing the hydrostatic pressure in the coal seams to allow gas production by desorption of
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methane from the coal. This depressurisation results in a large drawdown cone (up to 600 m) in the
potentiometric surface of the Walloon Coal Measures, which spreads out from the coal seam gas
field production area. The drawdown of the groundwater levels propagates vertically through the
over- and underlying aquitards or confining beds into the over- and underlying aquifers. As a result,
vertical leakage from these aquifers takes place towards the Walloon Coal Measures and drawdown
cones develop in the potentiometric surfaces of the Gubberamunda, Springbok, Hutton and
Precipice sandstone aquifers, although at a smaller scale than in the Walloon Coal Measures. We
consider that the depressurisation of these other aquifers will generally be too limited to affect the
integrity of the aquifer rock structure, as drawdowns in those aquifers are only of the order of
several metres.
c.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered
ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’.
Risk Identification and Assessment
DEWHA (2001) stipulates that an assessment of each individual natural discharge of groundwater
(spring) is required to determine its origin (i.e. whether it is a “discharge” or “recharge” spring) and
in turn, whether it is associated with the EPBC listed ecological community (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 21,
p. 58). It is our understanding that the main sources for spring data in Queensland - the Queensland
Herbarium database and the Spring Register in the Queensland Water Resources (Great Artesian
Basin) Plan 2006 - are not complete and that not all springs have been investigated, assessed and
classified. This could lead to “recharge” springs as well as “discharge” springs being excluded from
the EPBC listing, as well as springs being excluded simply because they are located in the recharge
areas of the Great Artesian Basin (“recharge” springs are excluded as shown in DEWHA, 2001). This
could also mean that the impacts of drawdown of groundwater levels caused by groundwater
extraction may not be considered for communities assessed as being “recharge” springs purely on
the basis of floristic composition.
The location and EPBC classification (i.e. “discharge” versus “recharge”) of known springs in
proximity to the APLNG development area is illustrated in Figure 2.1-2.
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Figure 2.1-2. Location of natural groundwater discharge sites (springs) with respect to coal seam
gas tenements considered in the current assessment.
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Only one registered “recharge” spring was identified within APLNG leases, in the western corner of
the Pine Hills development area (Fig. 2.1-2). The spring is included on the Qld GAB WRP Springs
Register and the Qld Herbarium database, but does not appear in the DEWHA mapping of
Threatened Ecological Community - The Community of Native Species Dependent on Natural
Discharge of Groundwater from the Great Artesian Basins. The spring is listed as ‘RJF Site No NV333’
and classified as active but not visited. APLNG hydrogeologists visited the site in July 2010 and
reported no surface hydrological expression or vegetation indicative of a spring or GDE. The feature
was reported as a possible seepage relating to an incised erosional feature at base of deep soil
profile after significant rainfall (APLNG response to Geoscience Australia questions – 23 August 2010,
p. 29).
APLNG identify numerous high value “recharge” and “discharge” spring complexes associated with
the Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone units. These are located proximal to the Taroom and
Injune townships, at least 50 km north and north-west of the northernmost APLNG development
areas (DNR 2005). The “discharge” spring complexes located near Taroom are supplied by artesian
flow from the Precipice Sandstone, rising to the surface through joints and fractures in that unit.
These complexes are known locally as 'boggomosses', and provide a wetland habitat in an area that
experiences prolonged below average rainfall conditions (DEWHA 2001) (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10, p.
17).
Recharge springs with high conservation values occur approximately 25 km north and northeast of
Roma (Fig. 2.1-1), within outcropping areas of the Gubberamunda Sandstone (DNRM 2005). APLNG
report having consulted with Dr. Rod Fensham (DERM) on 18 February 2010 regarding the condition
and source of the spring complexes located 25 km to the north of Roma. Dr. Fensham apparently
confirmed that these springs are “recharge” springs, which emanate from the Gubberamunda
Sandstone and that they have all been substantially damaged by damming and excavation. Water
chemistry data provided by Dr. Fensham indicate that the water associated with these springs is of
good quality, with near neutral pH, low mineralisation (as mg/L TDS) and an ionic composition
similar to shallow groundwater and surface waters in the region. This supports the interpretation
that the springs are derived from shallow, short flow systems (related to the outcropping
Gubberamunda Sandstone), rather than being “discharge” springs associated with the deeper Great
Artesian Basin aquifers (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 17, Table 5-1, p. 112).
It is noted that there is some ambiguity in the definition of “discharge” springs. Some definitions of
natural discharge of groundwater sites are based on floristic composition rather than
hydrogeological characteristics.
The proposed gas transmission pipeline corridor crossing Cockatoo Creek (east of Taroom) is known
to be associated with GAB spring communities. No EPBC listed communities were recorded during
the dry season survey conducted on behalf of APLNG, although the consultant reports that
communities could be present where suitable habitats (i.e. actively flowing springs) exist. The EPBC
listed Myriophyllum artesium (Artesian milfoil) and Eriocaulon carsonii (Salt pipewort) are known to
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occur in Cockatoo Creek (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 18, p. 99). The main activities that could impact
artesian spring communities on Cockatoo Creek are identified as direct excavation and/or sediment
delivery from road and pipeline construction, rather than effects from groundwater extraction
(APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 18, p. 94). Based on the current location of the pipeline corridor, the
likelihood of impacts occurring would be minimal according to APLNG (Vol. 5, Attach. 17, Table 5-1,
p. 108).
The groundwater model predicted drawdown cone of depression associated with the CSG extraction
of groundwater has the potential to impact on the aquifer pressure of and groundwater flows from
artesian springs that are within the cone of depression from CSG activities. For a period of time postCSG production, during the recovery phase, the groundwater level drawdown cones in the affected
GAB aquifers, whilst reducing in magnitude, are projected to broaden beyond the boundaries of the
CSG development areas. APLNG’s groundwater modelling (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10) suggests that there
is a very low risk that groundwater levels will be affected post-operation (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 9, p. 25),
but it is unclear whether this relates strictly to bore water levels, or whether spring levels are
included in this assessment. According to their initial ‘project case’ and ‘cumulative case’ numerical
groundwater simulation model projections, APLNG determine that associated water production may
have the following implications for spring complexes (and their dependent ecosystems) post-CSG
operations (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 21, p. 81):
•

High-value spring complexes and their associated ecosystems that occur east of the town of
Injune - low risk that groundwater levels (and potentially the rate of vertical groundwater
flows) will be affected by the APLNG operations.

•

High-value spring complexes and their associated ecosystems (“discharge” spring
complexes) located near Taroom - not considered by APLNG to be at risk of reduced
groundwater levels or vertical flows as a consequence of APLNG operations.

•

Spring complexes that occur 25 km north and northeast of Roma in outcropping areas of
Gubberamunda Sandstone - not expected to be affected by any reduced groundwater levels
that may occur in this area.

•

Various spring complexes that may exist approximately 100 km west of Roma. These spring
complexes are “recharge” springs (pers. comm. R. Fensham, 18 February 2010) and as such
APLNG does not expect them to be affected by any reduced groundwater levels that may
occur in this area.

GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the risk methodology applied by APLNG (Vol. 1, Ch. 4) is
appropriate for assessing potential risk to EPBC listed communities. Against the criteria specified in
their risk assessment documentation, we agree with APLNG’s determination that there is a high risk
of impact to EPBC communities as a result of pipeline and road construction in proximity to the
Cockatoo Creek springs (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 17, Table 5-3, p. 119) and a low risk of potential
impact associated with aquifer drawdown during the operation and decommissioning phases
(APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 17, Table 5-4, p. 121-122). These conclusions are based primarily on the
relative proximity of CSG activities and modelled groundwater drawdown effects to known spring
communities. However, it should be noted that any variation in the groundwater simulation model
predicted lateral and vertical extent of groundwater drawdown could alter the potential impact and
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hence risk rankings.
On the basis of the available documentation, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the majority
of risks of significant impacts to the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems have
been adequately identified and assessed. However, there are several identified spring communities
for which the risk could be more thoroughly assessed. Acquisition of the data identified below would
provide a mechanism for APLNG to reduce or eliminate these uncertainties.
Further Analysis
APLNG have already adopted the recommendation put forward by their consultant (Hydrobiology –
APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 17, p. 126) that they undertake field investigations to confirm the classification
and condition (as well as location, type, source aquifer) of springs north of Roma (Six Mile, Spring
Ridge). In addition, we recommend that APLNG undertake investigations of the springs east of
Taroom (Cockatoo Creek) in order to inform a revised route for the pipeline. Despite being outside
the APLNG tenements and modelled range of drawdown, it would also be pertinent to assess the
spring (Scott’s Creek) north of the Pine Hill’s development. This site is known to host EPBC significant
communities and to account for any variation in the modelling results which may alter the extent of
drawdown influence it is recommended that this site be fully characterised for baseline purposes.
It is also suggested that for a minimum of 12 months prior to CSG development all spring sites within
the APLNG tenements, plus those referred to above, be investigated and monitored at least
quarterly (i.e. every 3 months) in order to identify any temporal or seasonal variation in the
presence/absence of the EPBC Act communities of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the GAB. This recommendation is consistent with observations of large seasonal
variability in the watercourses of the region, as reported by the consultant (Hydrobiology – APLNG
Vol. 5, Attach. 17, p. III).
The completion of these investigations and monitoring results would provide a robust baseline data
set against which to monitor any potential impacts of the CSG gas field and pipeline developments.
Adequacy of Mitigation Measures and Conditions
The monitoring and mitigation strategies proposed by APLNG are based on the principles of adaptive
management. Adaptive management is a structured, iterative process of optimal decision-making in
the face of uncertainty, with a focus on reducing uncertainty over time via system monitoring and
knowledge enhancement. The main advantage of this approach is seen by APLNG to be the ability to
utilise new groundwater quality and quantity knowledge generated in the region to update the
conceptual hydrogeological model and associated numerical groundwater flow simulation model
and adapt CSG operations and associated water management decisions accordingly (APLNG Vol. 5,
Attach. 21, p. 29).
APLNG provide details of the location of their proposed monitoring bores and the aquifer targeted
by each (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10, Fig. 10.18). The presence of multiple monitoring bores in the
Gubberamunda Sandstone to the west of the APLNG tenements is considered by GA and Dr M.A.
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Habermehl to be a particularly appropriate decision with regards to monitoring any potential impact
on springs to the north of Roma. Some additional monitoring bores in the Springbok Sandstone
could be considered, particularly midway between Miles and Surat, where a major area of
drawdown of the Springbok Sandstone aquifer will be located. Monitoring bores should have a
frequency of groundwater level readings of at least quarterly from the start-up of CSG development,
increasing to monthly or even weekly when groundwater levels start to show changes. Monitoring
frequency of springs should be similar.
The potential implementation of monitoring bores concentrically outward from the CSG gas fields, in
conjunction with indicative regional monitoring locations, to be developed in collaboration with
other CSG proponents and government in accordance with the Queensland Government's Blueprint
for the LNG Industry (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10, p. 44), are also considered by GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl
to be positive and appropriate decisions.
The monitoring measures proposed by APLNG (Vol. 5, Attach. 17, p. 126) are considered by GA and
Dr M.A. Habermehl to require further explanation. While APLNG propose water quantity and quality
indicators and trigger thresholds for changes in water level and water quality (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 10,
Section 10.5.1), it is not clear how trigger levels will be acted upon with regards to mitigating
changes to groundwater flow or quality in springs. Accordingly, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider
that the current mitigation measures require further elaboration to provide confidence that critical
impacts on springs can be mitigated.
Proposed Measures or Requirements
•

It is recommended that the proposed monitoring bore network be expanded to include bores
monitoring the Precipice Sandstone between the APLNG tenements and both Taroom and
Cockatoo Creek, in order to quantify any potential impact of drawdown on EPBC significant
springs in that region.

•

Although one monitoring bore in the Hutton Sandstone aquifer is already proposed immediately
west of the westernmost (Pine Hills) APLNG CSG field, it is recommended that additional
monitoring of the Hutton Sandstone to the north of Pine Hills be established to facilitate impact
monitoring on the EPBC significant springs east of Injune (Scott’s Creek).

•

Additional monitoring bores in the Springbok Sandstone could be considered, particularly
midway between Miles and Surat, where a major area of drawdown of the Springbok Sandstone
aquifer is predicted.

•

Monitoring measures proposed for adaptive management of spring communities in the region
could be expanded to include those additional sites referred to previously. Springs in the areas
west, northwest, north and northeast of Roma are not expected to be affected by the APLNG
CSG activities, but some monitoring might be required, particular if the modelling predictions
divert significantly from the actual drawdown conditions.

•

The aquifer source of natural groundwater discharge sites (springs) needs to be established in all
cases. In order to estimate the potential for impacts caused by CSG groundwater level
drawdown, the elevation of the spring (vent) and the potentiometric surface elevation of the
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source aquifer in the spring region should be determined (where not already known) prior to the
onset of CSG groundwater extraction and be monitored throughout the production and recovery
stages of the project.

Summary
On the basis of the available information, and subject to the adoption of recommendations
proposed in earlier sections, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that APLNG have, in general,
adequately identified and assessed the risk of significant impacts of groundwater extraction on the
EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on
natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’. Exceptions have been noted and
recommendations for further analysis to generate more robust baseline data sets are proposed. We
agree with APLNG’s assessment that the risks to EPBC communities resulting from both physical
disturbance and groundwater drawdown are low, based primarily on the absence of any “discharge”
springs from the CSG fields and the modelled zones of drawdown. However, we consider that the
monitoring and mitigation measures proposed by APLNG could be strengthened, and we make a
number of the proposed recommendations, including the expansion of the monitoring bore
network.

d.
Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities
and the likely long-term impact(s).
The potential for recharge into the GAB aquifers to be impacted due to CSG activities can be
considered as three separate issues:
•

Potential for infrastructure associated with CSG activities located on the GAB intake beds to
reduce the amount of recharge due to soil compaction and a reduction in intake bed surface
area due to infrastructure footprint.

•

Potential for infiltrating recharge water to be contaminated prior to recharging the GAB
aquifers.

•

The effect on the GAB water balance caused by induced leakage from the GAB aquifers
through extraction of associated water from the CSG formations.

It should be noted that a reduction in pressure due to water extraction down-gradient of the GAB
aquifer intake beds will not affect the rate at which infiltrating water moves through the unsaturated
zone into these aquifers. Hence the rate of recharge will not change. Recharge is a function of
rainfall and rock permeability, which regulates the rate at which water can enter the rock matrix of
the aquifer.
The risk that infrastructure located within the intake beds of the GAB will significantly reduce the
amount of groundwater recharge is negligible and is not assessed further. For example, estimates of
surface area covered by each production well drill pod, headworks and infrastructure are in the
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order of 0.005 km2. As such, the total area impacted for the maximum 15,000 proposed CSG
extraction wells will be in the order of 75 km2. This area is insignificant considering that the GAB
intake beds cover an area of several thousand square kilometres.
APLNG has identified shallow groundwater contamination as an issue; specifically contamination
from associated water brine ponds and chemical and fuel storage sites associated with processing
plants. APLNG state that Qld EPA guidelines will be adhered to in respect of the lining of brine ponds
and on-site storage of chemicals and that these “best-practice” strategies will prevent on-site
contamination.
GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the shallow groundwater monitoring strategies outlined in
the APLNG EIS should be sufficient to address any potential shallow groundwater contamination
issues.
Insufficient data was available in the EIS to enable an assessment of the impact of associated water
production upon recharge in terms of the GAB water balance. To this end, data for the latest
leakage estimates for aquifers adjoining the coal seams in each development area were requested
from APLNG.
APLNG have been unable to provide the requested induced leakage data in the timeframe for
delivery of this report. They have provided recharge estimates for the intake areas, used as input
into numerical groundwater simulation model. These GAB aquifer recharge estimates are in general
agreement with those of Kellett et al. (2003), as indicated by a comparison of the equivalent units in
Table 2.1-1. However, at this stage a direct comparison of recharge against induced leakage from
individual aquifers adjacent to the WCM is not possible, but a comparison of the bulk recharge of
aquifers likely to be impacted, including the WCM with forecast average annual water production
has been undertaken.
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Table 2.1-1. Estimated recharge values for key hydrogeological units based on APLNG groundwater
modelling.

Geological sub-unit

Recharge (ML/yr)
(APLNG data)

Condamine Alluvium

9977

Cainozoic Units/Rolling Downs Group

43572

BMO/Gubberamunda Grouping

55827

Springbok Sandstone

893

Injune Creek Group

6885

Hutton Sandstone

42439

Evergreen Formation/Precipice Sandstone

119859

Model Base

234

Total

279688 (279.7 GL/yr)

Surat Management
Zone Recharge
(ML/yr)(Kellett et al.
2003)

60300 (Hooray Sst &
Equivalents)

54280

Based on water production forecasts and the recharge estimates provided by the proponents,
average annual water production, over the life of the project, amounts to 15% of annual recharge
for likely to be impacted aquifers adjacent to and including the WCM (Table 2.1-2).

Table 2.1-2. Estimated water production as a percentage of recharge.

Aquifer

BMO/Gubberamunda
Group +
Springbok Sandstone
+ Injune Creek
Group (WCM)
+ Hutton Sandstone

Estimated annual
recharge ML/yr

106045

Forecast average
annual water
production (best case
scenario) ML/yr

15931

Forecast water
production as %
recharge

15
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e.
Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on
existing groundwater flow processes.
A series of risks associated with hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’) have been identified by APLNG that
have the potential to impact the structural integrity and flow characteristics of surrounding aquifers.
These risks include compromise of the integrity of the cement behind bore casings that could allow
vertical fluid movement, fault reactivation, and the growth of induced fractures out of the intended
zones into the surrounding aquifers and aquitards. Each risk is addressed in brief by the proponent
who considers the overall risk of impact to be low.
The integrity of casing cement is confirmed through the use of cement bond logs and pressure
testing of the casing. These are industry standard procedures (see API, 2009) and are considered
adequate.
The risk of reactivation of existing faults is mitigated through the geological characterisation of the
areas where fracture stimulation activities are carried out. In addition, design of the fraccing to
generate multiple, smaller volume treatment zones also limits the extent of fracture growth.
Numerous steps and precautions are taken to mitigate the risk of induced fracture growth into
surrounding aquifers and aquitards. These include the application of appropriate fracture monitoring
techniques, maximising the distance between fracture zones and known aquifers, the use of a larger
number of small stages of fracture fluid volume to limit fracture extent, and control of treating
pressures to avoid extreme pressure. Mitigation measures have only been addressed briefly, but we
believe they are adequately covered and are in line with industry standards, as are the remedial
measures proposed.
As such, we consider that fraccing represents a low risk to the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, so long as the proponent applies industry
standards (e.g. API, 2009) and follows operating procedures as defined by the regulator.

f.

Initial advice on the likelihood of materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.

APLNG identify the possibility of differential subsidence and assess it empirically. They determine a
low risk ranking for the potential of both subsurface and land surface subsidence (APLNG Vol. 5,
Attach. 21, pp. 91-92), despite providing an estimate of up to 0.5 m of subsidence. In the absence of
appropriate data for the proponent to undertake a full geotechnical assessment of potential
subsidence, we interpret the current information to suggest that the likelihood of subsidence is high.
However, subsidence assessments for an existing CSG field in the Powder River Basin, USA, which
represents a broadly similar geological setting to the Surat Basin, suggest that compression in the
coal seams has not been transmitted to the surface due to the strength of materials above the coals.
It is expected that such subsidence would be uniform over the area, and would not result in
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significant impact (Case et al. 2000).
APLNG propose baseline and ongoing regional groundwater level monitoring in areas at higher risk
of CSG effects. They consider that early detection of potential land subsidence through groundwater
monitoring would trigger mitigation measures, such as the injection of water into affected aquifers
to counteract the effects. APLNG also state that groundwater level and quality monitoring may also
assist in identifying any compromise to aquitard integrity through fracturing (and inter-aquifer flow);
a possible consequence of geological deformation (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 21, p. 127).
GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the monitoring and mitigation measures proposed by
APLNG are adequate to account for potential subsidence resulting from groundwater extraction and
coal seam depressurisation.
Monitoring proposed by APLNG is restricted to the subsurface, and no consideration has been given
to assessing change over time at the land surface. We suggest that the proponent, in conjunction
with relevant State Government agencies and other proponents, establish baseline and ongoing
geodetic monitoring programs to quantify deformation at the land surface. These should link from
the tenement scale to the wider region across which groundwater extraction activities are occurring.

g.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or
connected surface water resources.
APLNG have not provided information to enable assessment of the likelihood and materiality of any
impact on MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources.
The GAB Water Resource Plan (DERM 2006) indicates that all identified baseflow reaches in the MDB
are in the sub-artesian zone of the GAB, thus significantly limiting the possibility that base flow is
derived from deep GAB aquifers. This assessment was based on a simplistic comparison of
groundwater pressures and river bed elevations without consideration of the potential for
connection between the aquifers and rivers. As a result, the identified potential for GAB sourced
baseflow is likely to be a significant overestimation.
Although this broad assessment suggests that MDB surface water resources are not likely to be
sourced from underlying GAB aquifers, there remains a minor possibility that the river sections may
receive some baseflow from unconfined GAB sediments. To further assess this possibility, APLNG
have commenced landowner surveys, remote sensing, field and stream gauging studies to re-assess
potential GAB aquifer connected baseflow reaches. The hydrological and GDE significance of
projected model drawdowns in any reaches with residual potential baseflow are planned be
assessed through detailed investigation and monitoring (APLNG response to GA questions – August
2010, pp. 46-47).
On the basis of hydrograph analyses and water quality trends presented by Hillier (2010) there is an
identified hydraulic connection between the Walloon Coal Measures (WCM) and Condamine River
alluvium in the Cecil Plains area (southeast of Dalby). If the Walloon Coal Measures in this area are
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depressurised due to CSG activities, Hillier (2010) predicts that leakage could occur from the River
and the alluvium into the Walloon Coal Measures. The Hillier (2010) report recommends that this
potential leakage rate be quantified before approving any CSG activities in the Cecil Plains area. A
small number of APLNG tenements intersect the Condamine River and its alluvium downstream of
Chinchilla, but this area is unlikely to leak into the Walloon Coal Measures because there is no
hydraulic connection between the Condamine alluvium and the WCM north west of Dalby.
On the basis of the available information, we thus consider that there is a limited likelihood of
impact on MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of the proposed
APLNG operations, and that APLNG are taking appropriate steps to better clarify the nature of any
potential impact.
The following recommendations are made with regards to assessing potential impact on MDB
groundwater or connected surface water resources:
•

Data acquisition through drilling and pumping tests to quantify the connectivity between
aquifers overlying the Walloon Coal Measures;

•

Development of a regional scale, multi-layer model of the interaction between the Walloon Coal
Measures and overlying aquifers to evaluate the long-term impacts of coal seam gas
development on groundwater and connected surface waters in the MDB.
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2.2 QUEENSLAND GAS COMPANY (QGC)
2.2.1 Project Summary
QGC propose to develop an area extending from around Wandoan southeast to Dalby, including
areas west and south of Miles and Chinchilla (Fig. 2.2-1). The development areas target the Walloon
Coal Measures of the Surat Basin.
The basis for the Project design is the delivery of 1,360 million standard cubic feet per day (MMscfd)
of compressed CSG to the LNG Facility to be constructed at Gladstone. QGC plan to progressively
establish approximately 6,000 gas production wells over the life of the project (20-30 years) with
initially 1,000 to 1,500 wells across the gas field by mid-2014. The remaining wells will be phased in
over the life of the project (20 to 30 years) to replace declining wells. Wells are drilled to a depth of
between 200 m and 700 m, and have a typical life of between 15 and 20 years. Gas production is
expected to ramp up from the current rate of 200 TJ/day to approximately 707 TJ/day (equivalent to
680 MMscfd), and ultimately to 1,415 TJ/day (1,360 MMscfd).
Cumulative groundwater production over the life of the project is expected to be approximately
1,200,000 ML (1200 GL). The volume of water generated is projected to peak at approximately 180
ML per day in 2013/2014, with average production in the order of 160 ML per day between 2015
and 2025. The estimated water volumes may vary by ± 50%.
The QGC tenements fall predominantly within the Surat Groundwater Management Area, with small
areas in the Surat East, Surat North and Eastern Downs Management Areas, as defined in the Great
Artesian Basin Water Resource Plan (DNRM 2005).
The Surat Management Area overlies the Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous sequence in the Surat Basin
and the Upper Triassic sediments of the Bowen Basin in the west.
The Surat East Management Area covers the sediments of Kumbarilla Beds, Walloon Coal Measures,
Hutton and Precipice Sandstones the within the Surat Basin and the Clematis Sandstone within the
Bowen Basin.
The Surat North Management Area covers the sediments of the Westbourne Formation, Injune
Creek Group, Hutton and Precipice Sandstones within the Surat Basin and the Clematis Sandstone
within the Bowen Basin. This area has a large number of high value recharge and discharge springs
within the outcrop areas of the major aquifer units.
The Eastern Downs Management Area covers western part of the Clarence Moreton Basin,
extending from the Kumbarilla Ridge to the Great Dividing Range. The area includes the Jurassic
sedimentary rocks of the Walloon Coal Measures, Marburg Sandstone and Helidon Sandstone, which
are equivalent to sediments in the Surat Basin over the Kumbarilla Ridge.
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Figure 2.2-1. Location of coal seam gas tenements considered in the current assessment. The
location of the artesian/sub-artesian divide, surface drainage and basin boundaries are also
shown.
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2.2.2 Summary of Assessment
The following summarises our assessment of the QGC proposed CSG development activities.

The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts
on and within the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) and other affected surface and groundwater systems
(this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise
and dewater and the likely impacts).
QGC present three numerical hydrogeological simulation models – using the modular finitedifference groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) computer code. The three model domains have
been developed to encompass the location of the NWDA, CDA and SWDA - QGC CSG development
areas. Each development area is considered geographically and geologically distinct and occupies an
area of 17280 km2. Based on the information provided by QGC in their EIS documents, and
discussions with QGC, our assessment concludes that:
•

Within the limitations of available data, the ‘project-scale’ groundwater models produced
are suitable for estimating hydrogeological impacts on and within the GAB and other
potentially affected surface and groundwater systems within the influence of the QGC
operations. We have, however, noted a number of limitations in the modelling approaches
taken.

•

The modelling results reported by QGC require further work to fully establish the
uncertainties and sensitivity of the models to the large predicted drawdowns that will occur
in the coal measures, and hence does not provide a level of confidence in the model outputs
and the conclusions drawn from them.

•

The numerical groundwater simulation models were developed to produce drawdown
predictions that could provide input into a risk management strategy, and the models are
not designed to produce absolute and quantitative prediction of the magnitude of
drawdown at specific locations

•

The modelled occurrence, magnitude and extent of depressurisation in the Mooga
Sandstone, Gubberamunda Sandstone and Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and
Precipice Sandstone aquifers is consistent with the proposed groundwater extraction
operations, and is conservative in comparison with known impacts from existing CSG
operations in the region.

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the CSG
activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction have, in general, been
adequately addressed with, while there is scope for further elaboration regarding some aspects.
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, geological and project development information
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provided, we conclude that:
•

The modelled vertical recharge and artesian pressure changes resulting from coal seam
depressurisation are realistic and likely to result in groundwater flow into the coal measures
from adjacent aquifers. We consider that these changes are reversible over timeframes of
decades to centuries, depending on the specific aquifer and the management strategies
applied.

•

Cross-contamination is likely to be of little consequence as the majority of inter-aquifer
transfer will involve the migration of higher quality water from adjacent underlying and
overlying sandstone aquifers into the Walloon Coal Measures.

•

The structural integrity of aquifers in relation to groundwater transmission is unlikely to be
significantly impacted by the proposed groundwater extraction. We note that groundwater
extraction may cause some aquifer compaction that is likely to result in subsidence (as
identified by the proponent and discussed below).

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the Great Artesian Basin.’
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, environmental and management information
provided, we agree with QGC that the risk of impact from groundwater extraction to the EPBC Act
listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural
discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin‘ is low, based on the following:
• The location of documented and/or surveyed natural discharge sites (springs) from the CSG
fields and the modelled zones of groundwater drawdown.
• Proposed monitoring programs enabling detection of potentially deleterious changes to
groundwater level or quality and instigating mitigation measures.
• Proposed controls on the location and construction of infrastructure to avoid physical
impacts on environments suitable for hosting EPBC Act listed communities.
• A small number of additional natural discharge sites proximal to the CSG fields may need to
be investigated and assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance.
Uncertainties in the extent of modelled groundwater drawdown, however, lead to the conclusion
that a small number of additional natural discharge sites proximal to the CSG fields may need to be
investigated and assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance. We suggest that the outcomes
of such investigations could provide input to the monitoring and management process proposed by
QGC and ensure that the baseline datasets upon which monitoring and mitigation measures are
based are both robust and complete.
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Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and the
likely long-term impact(s).
Consideration of a range of hydrogeological, geological and groundwater production data provided
by QGC lead us to agree that their proposed CSG activities represent a low risk to recharge into the
GAB. This is primarily because:
•

The proposed extraction volumes are small in comparison to GAB intake bed recharge
volumes, and;

•

The majority of existing groundwater users and environmental values are located upgradient of the proposed extraction activities.

Long-term impacts of the proposed CSG activities are possible, however, and would most likely
manifest as a reduction in recharge volumes basinward of the CSG developments, which could result
in reduced artesian pressures and potential impacts on EPBC Act significant spring communities
much further afield north of the QGC tenements.
We are unaware of any existing data or modelling results that would be suitable for assessing the
likelihood or potential timeframes for such impacts, although groundwater movement rates in
deeper GAB aquifers.
Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on existing
groundwater flow processes.
Based upon the geological and technical information provided by QGC with regards to the potential
impacts of hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’), we consider that the potential risks posed by fraccing are
low. We conclude that:
• The assessment completed by QGC identifies and assesses relevant factors and risks involved
in the process.
• While the potential for fraccing activities to impact on the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, can never be completely eliminated,
the competent application of industry standard technologies, techniques, and
monitoring/mitigation measures proposed by QGC are considered appropriate for
minimising the risk.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.
Based upon our assessment of the geological and geotechnical information provided, and relevant
information from other sources, we agree with QGC that there is a likelihood of subsidence, and that
this could result in several centimetres of surface subsidence.
However, based on the estimated magnitude of the subsidence (in the order or centimetres to tens
of centimetres), and with reference to subsidence assessments for CSG activities in similar geological
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environments elsewhere, we consider that the risk of impacts to surface water and shallow
groundwater systems are very low.
We suggest that the monitoring measures currently proposed by QGC, which assess both surface
and sub-surface deformation and are considered appropriate, could be value-added by tying into a
regional program of monitoring lead by the relevant State Government agency.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or connected
surface water resources.
On the basis of the available information, we consider that there is a limited likelihood of impact on
MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of the proposed QGC
operations.
This assessment is based primarily on information suggesting that the small number of QGC
tenements proximal to the Condamine River and its alluvium are located in an area where there is
no known hydraulic connection between the Walloon Coal Measures (which will undergo
depressurisation) and alluvial aquifers of the Condamine Valley. QGC predicts that there will be no
measurable reduction or loss of baseflow contribution to rivers or creeks as a result of the QGC CSG
project operation.

2.2.3 Assessment of Proposed Development
a.
The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological
impacts on and within the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems (this would
include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise and
dewater and the likely impacts).
Model Description
QGC have developed three numerical groundwater simulation models using the modular finitedifference groundwater flow model (MODFLOW) computer code. The three model domains have
been developed to encompass the location of the North-West, Central and South-East development
areas. Each area is considered geographically and geologically distinct and occupies an area of
17,280 km2. Each model has the same structure and consists of 18 layers corresponding to known
aquifer and aquitards. The Walloon Coal Measures are represented by 2 aquifer layers within the
model. The well field area is represented by 250 x 250 m cells. Model cells increase in width beyond
the boundary of the well field. The respective well fields in each development area are represented
as 50 x 10 km rectangular strips.
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Model Parameters
A preliminary set of hydraulic parameters based mainly on published broad regional estimates has
been used to provide a starting point for deriving a minimum and maximum set of parameters.

A minimum and maximum set of model hydraulic parameters have been arrived at by varying
hydraulic conductivity, Kv/Kh ratios and storativity values (“within realistic ranges”) in an attempt to
match the model associated water volumes to upper and lower bound of a predicted associated
water production forecasts that has an uncertainty of +-50%.
No recharge was used for the model to provide a level of conservatism in model outputs.

Model Boundary Conditions
To simulate the lateral extent of layers within the model beyond the model boundaries, constant
head conditions were applied. The constant head boundaries used are 305 m AHD, 295 m AHD and
315 m AHD for the central, north-west and south-east development areas respectively.

Model Predictions
THE QGC EIS states that modelled drawdown in Gubberamunda Sandstone is minimal.
Drawdowns listed in Table 2.2-1 are for a point 1.8 km from the edge of the depressurised zone. No
drawdown maps showing the areal extent of drawdown are provided in the EIS to allow an
assessment of the distribution of groundwater drawdown within aquifers overlying and underlying
the Walloon Coal Measures.

Table 2.2-1. Predicted drawdown at a point 1.8 km from the edge of modelled depressurisation zone
(NWDA = North-West Development Area; CDA = Central Development Area; SEDA = South-East
Development Area).
Aquifer

Drawdown
(m) NWDA

Drawdown
(m) CDA

Drawdown
(m) SEDA

Springbok
Sandstone

2 (max)
0 (min)

55 (max)
~5 (min)

23 (max)
~1 (min)

Hutton
Sandstone

+0.1 (max)
~+0.8 (min)

2.5 (max)
+0.25 (min)

~8 (max)
~1 (min)

Precipice
Sandstone

+0.75 (max)
+ 0.001 (min)

1.8 (max)
0 (min)

~6 (max)
0 (min)
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Adequacy of Model for Estimating Impacts
QGC state that their groundwater simulation model was developed to produce drawdown
predictions that could provide input into a risk management strategy, and that the model is not
designed to produce absolute and quantitative prediction of the magnitude of drawdown of the
potentiometric surface at specific locations (at this stage). Further, the lack and quality of available
data has influenced the level of sophistication of the model, resulting in a relatively simple model
that has not been calibrated against measured groundwater levels.
However, QGC state that the conservatism built into the model provides high end estimates of
aquifer leakage and drawdowns that are unlikely to be observed in reality. This assertion is based on
their interpretation that extensive drilling within the Walloon Coal Measures suggests that the
Walloon Coal Measures are hydraulically isolated from the adjacent aquifers. Furthermore, QGC
state the high vertical hydraulic conductivity and low thickness values for the aquitard overlying the
upper representative coal seam, and the lack of recharge into the model are evidence of the model’s
conservatism.
It is the opinion of GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl that, while the quantity and quality of available data
may not permit a more sophisticated model to be constructed, the current QGC model provides only
a rudimentary level assessment of hydrogeological impacts of associated water production on the
GAB groundwater system.

b.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow,
cross contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of
the CSG activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Coal seam gas developments proposed by QGC are located in a NW-SE oriented belt between
Wandoan and Dalby, in an area where the majority of waterbores tap aquifers of the Bungil
Formation, Mooga, Gubberamunda and Springbok Sandstones, and the Walloon Coal Measures
(QGC Appendix 3.4, Report No. 9, pp. 89-92; DNRM 2005, pp. 29-31). Predictions of the drawdown in
these aquifers by the CSG groundwater extraction have been made using numerical groundwater
simulation models and the results are summarised in QGC Appendix 3.4, Report No. 11, pp. 105-109
and detailed in QGC Appendix 3.4, Report No. 13.
QGC model predictions indicate that CSG production will result in considerable volumes of
groundwater being removed from the Walloon Coal Measures over a period of several decades.
Consequently vertical leakage will take place from the overlying and underlying aquifers of the
Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone, and to a lesser extent from the
Gubberamunda Sandstone, into the Walloon Coal Measures causing drawdown of the
potentiometric surface of these aquifers.
We assess that drawdown beyond the CSG tenements is relatively small compared to the
drawdowns from a relatively large concentration of bores to the southwest of the tenements. Bores
in the latter area are currently showing a slight increase in aquifer potentiometric surfaces as a
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result of continuing GABSI rehabilitation. Any drawdown effect from the CSG activities will be
compensated by the increase due to the GABSI program, therefore it will be difficult to differentiate
the opposing changes. A small number of bores in the southwestern part of the northern APLNG
tenement and the southern part of the SANTOS Roma tenements are still artesian, with all other
bores within and beyond the tenements being now sub-artesian (Figure 2.2-1). Most of the present
sub-artesian bores were artesian during the early part of last century, but as a result of large scale
drawdown by all bores in the region, they have become sub-artesian. Any reduction in artesian
pressure caused by the CSG activities will only have a limited effect on bores in the immediate
surroundings of the CSG tenements.
The degree to which artesian pressures will be affected will not be known until either further vertical
hydraulic conductivity data is collected, allowing more accurate drawdown predictions, or a
monitoring of multiple aquifers within existing fields verifies the magnitude of hydraulic connection
between aquifers adjacent to the coal measures. As a surrogate regional pressure data provided by
APLNG for the Springbok, Precipice, Hutton Sandstones and the WCM was assessed to obtain an
indication of the degree of connection with the groundwater system.
Pressure values for the Springbok, Precipice, Hutton Sandstones and the WCM generally lie on a
similar pressure gradient. A plot of hydraulically connected aquifer pressures would show a similar
trend, but this does not necessarily prove connectivity between individual aquifers. Further data
such as aquifer chemistry, long-term pumping tests or pressure data from adjacent aquifers during
production of water from WCM would be required in order to fully assess connectivity of the
system. However, pressure data from within the WCM provided by APLNG and QGC, from the
Talinga and Berwyndale South fields respectively, indicates that there is poor vertical
interconnection within some areas of the WCM. This agrees with the proposition from the
proponents that vertical flow is likely to be low due to the low permeability of the interburden
within the WCM and may reduce the amount of induced leakage likely to occur from adjacent
aquifers to that which numerical simulation modelling predicts.
Cross-contamination is considered a minor issue, as the physical characteristics and groundwater
chemistry of the groundwater in the aquifers is similar and within acceptable ranges for water
supply purposes. The exception is the groundwater from the Walloon Coal Measures, which is more
saline and has a different chemistry compared to the other Jurassic aquifers. However, the
groundwater from the Walloon Coal Measures is pumped to the ground surface as associated water
during coal seam gas production and disposed of or re-injected following desalination processes.
Vertical leakage of better quality groundwater from the other Jurassic aquifers will take place into
the Walloon Coal Measures.
Structural integrity of the coal seams and aquifers of the Walloon Coal Measures has the potential to
be affected by groundwater extraction. Coal seam gas extraction involves reducing the hydrostatic
pressure in the coal seams to allow gas production by desorption of methane from the coal. This
depressurisation results in a large drawdown cone (up to 600 m) in the potentiometric surface of the
Walloon Coal Measures, which spreads out from the coal seam gas field production area. The
drawdown of the groundwater levels propagates vertically through the over- and underlying
aquitards or confining beds into the over- and underlying aquifers. As a result, vertical leakage from
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these aquifers takes place towards the Walloon Coal Measures and drawdown cones develop in the
potentiometric surfaces of the Gubberamunda, Springbok, Hutton and Precipice sandstone aquifers,
although at a smaller scale than in the Walloon Coal Measures. The depressurisation of these other
aquifers is considered to be generally too limited to affect the integrity of the aquifer rock structure,
as drawdowns in those aquifers are only in the order of several metres.

c.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered
ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’.
Risk Identification and Assessment
It is noted that there is some ambiguity in the definition of discharge springs. Some definitions of
natural discharge sites are based on floristic composition rather than hydrogeological characteristics.
DEWHA (2001) stipulates that an assessment of each individual natural discharge of groundwater
site (spring) is required to determine its origin (i.e. whether it is a “discharge” or “recharge” spring)
and in turn, whether it is associated with the listed ecological community (APLNG Vol. 5, Attach. 21,
p. 58). It is our understanding that the main sources for spring data in Queensland - the Queensland
Herbarium database and the Spring Register in the Queensland Water Resources (Great Artesian
Basin) Plan 2006 - are not complete and that not all springs have been investigated, assessed and
classified. This could lead to “recharge” springs as well as “discharge” springs being excluded from
the EPBC listing, as well as springs being excluded simply because they are located in the recharge
areas of the Great Artesian Basin (“recharge” springs are excluded as shown in DEWHA, 2001). This
could also mean that the impacts of drawdown of groundwater levels caused by groundwater
extraction may not be considered for communities assessed as being “recharge” springs purely on
the basis of floristic composition.
The location and EPBC classification (i.e. “discharge” versus “recharge”) of known springs in
proximity to the QGC development area is illustrated in Figure 2.2-2.
QGC provide little information in their main EIS documents regarding the assessment, monitoring
and mitigation of potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered
ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’. Initial assessment of an insignificant impact is the
stated reason for this information not being considered in their final reporting (QGC Response to
Geoscience Australia initial Assessment – 13 August 2010, p. 10), owing largely to the absence of any
listed springs within or in close proximity to their tenements. Based on a review of the Queensland
Herbarium Springs of Queensland Dataset (Version 4.0), QGC identify and report that no “discharge”
springs or EPBC Act threatened communities of ‘native species dependent on the Great Artesian
Basin’ occur within the study area (QGC Vol. 3, Ch. 8, p. 5).
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Figure 2.2-2. Location of natural groundwater discharge sites (springs) with respect to coal seam
gas tenements considered in the current assessment.
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GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl also identify no EPBC listed communities within the QGC tenements or
within the QGC modelled zone of depressurisation. Some springs (type unspecified) are noted by
QGC within 30 to 50 km of the CSG project area. At 30 to 50 km from the CSG fields QGC predict that
drawdown in the Springbok Sandstone aquifer (Injune Creek Group), Hutton Sandstone and
Precipice Sandstone aquifers will be negligible (QGC App. 3.4, Rep. 7, p. 72).
However, the springs within 50 km of the QGC tenements are noted by GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl
to comprise of a number of EPBC Act significant springs, which include the Dawson River 8 springs
immediately north of Taroom and the Scott’s Creek springs to the northeast of Roma. The Cockatoo
Creek springs, which are known to host the EPBC listed Myriophyllum artesium (Artesian milfoil) and
Eriocaulon carsonii (Salt pipewort), are located east of Taroom and just over 50 km from the nearest
QGC tenement. The QGC modelled potential drawdown extents for the Springbok Sandstone
aquifer, and the cumulative impact case, show that radius of drawdown influence will be in very
close proximity to springs near Taroom and Cockatoo Creek (QGC Impact Areas – Fig. 2).
While QGC have identified all major spring complexes in the region, and correctly reported that
none are within their tenements or modelled drawdown zones, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider
that their assessment could be improved by considering potential impacts on springs of EPBC Act
significance within 50 km of the QGC tenements, particularly given the uncertainty in the
groundwater drawdown extents.
Further Analysis
QGC have committed to surveying and re-assessing springs within their tenements and within a 30
km radius of their proposed development areas (QGC Response to DEWHA 300810 – Attach. 1 –
Springs Monitoring).

Adequacy of Mitigation Measures and Conditions
QGC’s commitment to undertake further assessment and monitoring of springs within the region of
their proposed development areas will improve on the initial level of assessment undertaken by
QGC. However, the information available regarding the presence of EPBC significant communities in
proximity to QGC modelled drawdown extents leads GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the
QGC mandated 30 km survey radius will be inadequate to properly assess (and monitor) any
potential impacts on these areas of EPBC significance. While the proposed 7 km radius imposed as
the limit for ongoing monitoring may be helpful in assessing impacts to local surface water systems
or shallow groundwater, it will not enable assessment or monitoring of any potential impacts on
EPBC significant springs, which are located further afield. Accordingly it is recommended that the
QGC radius of investigation of springs be extended to include at least the EPBC significant Dawson
River 8 springs north of Taroom, the Cockatoo Creek springs east of Taroom, and the Scott’s Creek
springs northeast of Roma.
The current QGC monitoring proposal for the key aquifers in the region, namely the Springbok,
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Precipice, Hutton and Gubberamunda sandstones, should be reviewed in light of the need to assess
potential impact on the springs identified above.
Trigger mechanisms using water quantity and quality criteria are specified (QGC Vol. 3, Ch. 10, pp. 67). However, despite putting in place provision for monitoring springs, QGC do not state how trigger
levels will be acted upon with regards to mitigating changes to groundwater flow or quality in
springs. Accordingly, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the current mitigation measures
require further elaboration.
Proposed Measures or Requirements
•

QGC should be asked to detail what remedial action will be taken should groundwater
drawdown be identified as impacting water quantity or quality in any springs, as all remedial
measures currently proposed address only impacts on groundwater bores.

•

The QGC radius of investigation of springs should be extended to include at least the EPBC
significant Dawson River 8 springs north of Taroom, the Cockatoo Creek springs east of Taroom,
and the Scott’s Creek springs northeast of Roma.

•

The current QGC monitoring proposal for the key aquifers in the region, namely the Springbok
Sandstone, Precipice Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Gubberamunda Sandstone, should be
reviewed in light of the need to assess potential impact on the springs identified above.

•

In order to estimate the potential for impacts caused by groundwater level drawdown, and the
appropriate application of trigger values, the elevation of the spring (vent) and the
potentiometric surface elevation of the source aquifer in the spring region should be determined
prior to the onset of CSG groundwater extraction and be monitored throughout the production
and recovery stages of the project lifetime.

Summary
On the basis of the available information, and subject to the adoption of recommendations
proposed in earlier sections, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that QGC have, in general,
adequately identified and assessed the risk of significant impacts of groundwater extraction on the
EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on
natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’. Exceptions have been noted and
recommendations for further analysis to generate more robust baseline data sets are proposed. We
agree with QGC’s assessment that the risks to EPBC communities resulting from groundwater
drawdown are low, based primarily on the absence of any “discharge” as well as “recharge” springs
from the CSG fields and the modelled zones of drawdown. We consider that the monitoring and
mitigation measures proposed by QGC are not yet adequate, and we make a number of
recommendations with reference to the expansion of the monitoring bore network and the extent
of the spring assessment.
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d.
Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities
and the likely long-term impact(s).
The potential for recharge into the GAB aquifers to be impacted due to CSG activities can be
considered as three separate issues:
•

Potential for infrastructure associated with CSG activities located on the GAB intake beds to
reduce the amount of recharge due to soil compaction and a reduction in intake bed surface
area due to infrastructure footprint.

•

Potential for infiltrating recharge water to be contaminated prior to recharging the GAB
aquifers.

•

The effect on the GAB water balance caused by induced leakage from the GAB aquifers
through extraction of associated water from the CSG formations.

It should be noted that a reduction in pressure due to water extraction down-gradient of the GAB
aquifer intake beds will not affect the rate at which infiltrating water moves through the unsaturated
zone into these aquifers. Hence the rate of recharge will not change. Recharge is a function of
rainfall and rock permeability, which regulates the rate that water can enter the rock matrix of the
aquifer.
The risk that infrastructure located within the intake beds of the GAB will significantly reduce the
amount of groundwater recharge is negligible and is not assessed further. For example, estimates of
surface area covered by each production well drill pod, headworks and infrastructure are in the
order of 0.005 km2. As such, the total area impacted for the maximum 6000 proposed CSG
extraction wells will be in the order of 30 km2. This area is insignificant considering that the GAB
intake beds cover an area of several thousand square kilometres.
QGC has identified shallow groundwater contamination as an issue. Specifically contamination from
associated water brine ponds and chemical and fuel storage sites associated with processing plants.
QGC state that Qld EPA guidelines will be adhered to in respect of the lining of brine ponds and onsite storage of chemicals and that these “best-practice” strategies will prevent on-site
contamination.
GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the shallow groundwater monitoring strategies outlined in
the QGC EIS should be sufficient to address any potential shallow groundwater contamination issues.
To assess the impact of associated water production upon recharge in terms of the GAB water
balance, data for the latest leakage estimates for aquifers adjoining the coal seams in each
development area were requested from QGC.
Leakage estimates were provided by QGC (Table 2.2-2) for each of their three CSG development
areas is based upon revised CSG gas and associated water production forecasts. Current estimates of
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total associated water production from the Walloon Coal Measures across the QGC gas fields is 829
GL over 40 years. We note that these water production forecasts are 45% lower than the figures
used in the EIS (File Note: Groundwater Modelling – Aquifer Water Budget Estimates Rev. 1, 8
September 2010).

Table 2.2-2 Estimates of induced leakage from the QGC gas fields (NWDA = North-West
Development Area; CDA = Central Development Area; SEDA = South-East Development Area).

Formation

Field

Average leakage
during field
operation
(ML/day)

Cumulative leakage
during field
operation
(~40 yrs) (ML)

Springbok Sandstone

NWDA

0.22

3212

Hutton Sandstone

NWDA

0.002

29.2

Precipice Sandstone

NWDA

0.0000

0

Springbok Sandstone

CDA

3.01

43946

Hutton Sandstone

CDA

0.008

116.8

Precipice Sandstone

CDA

0.0001

1.46

Springbok Sandstone

SEDA

0.57

8322

Hutton Sandstone

SEDA

0.018

262.8

Precipice Sandstone

SEDA

0.0002

2.92

A comparison of the predicted volumes of groundwater extracted following vertical leakage from the
Springbok and Hutton Sandstones with groundwater recharge in the intake beds is summarised in
Table 2.2-3. This comparison puts into perspective the likely impacts of QGC associated water
extraction on the GAB water balance. Where sufficient information exists, a comparison has been
made of the estimated groundwater recharge in the intake beds and the modelled induced leakage
rates from overlying and underlying aquifers into the formations from which CSG associated water
will be extracted.
It should be noted that the comparisons give an order of magnitude estimate only. Estimates of
recharge are based on either chloride mass balance calculations undertaken by Kellett et al. (2003)
or inferred recharge rates based on the proximity of intake beds to locations with existing chloride
mass balance calculations. For the purpose of this comparison the intake area for each aquifer is the
area of outcrop equal to the lateral extent of the field area plus a ~20 km buffer either side (a buffer
of ~40 km was used for the Precipice Sandstone, Figure 2.2-3). It is recognised that the method used
to define the intake bed areas for each field is relatively crude but is sufficiently precise to undertake
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an order of magnitude comparison. Additional further work would be required to increase the level
of accuracy of the recharge rate estimates made in both the Springbok and Precipice Sandstones.

Table 2.2-3. Estimated induced leakage as a percentage of aquifer recharge for QGC CSG fields
considered in the current assessment (NWDA = North-West Development Area; CDA = Central
Development Area; SEDA = South-East Development Area).

CSG field

Aquifer

NWDA

Springbok
Sandstone

NWDA
CDA+ SEDA*

Hutton
Sandstone
Hutton
Sandstone

Water
Production
Scenario

Estimated
annual
recharge
(ML/yr)
(Kellet et
al. 2003)

Estimated
induced
leakage
(ML/yr)
(QGC)

Leakage as
% of
recharge

Average

1671

80

4.8

Average

6662

0.73

0.01

Average

12657

9.49

0.07

* Recharge into the Springbok Sandstone was not determined; intake bed area cannot be differentiated within
the vicinity of CDA & SEDA.

QGC – North West Development Area (NWDA)
Within the NWDA (see Fig. 2.2-1 for location) the average annual induced leakage from the
Springbok Sandstone is 4.8% of the annual recharge of the aquifer from the area up-gradient of the
CSG field, while from the Hutton Sandstone the induced leakage is 0.001% of annual recharge.
The EIS states that water from the Springbok Sandstone is not generally used for human or livestock
consumption within the vicinity of the development area due salinities ranging from 3,000-24,000
uS/cm. It is inferred from this statement that there are very few bores intersecting the Springbok
Sandstone within the NWDA.
The majority of bores intersecting the Hutton Sandstone within the vicinity of the NWDA are to the
east and north east and increase in number toward the outcrop area of the Hutton Sandstone. Due
to the low amount of induced leakage predicted from the Hutton Sandstone, recharge into deeper
parts of the basin is unlikely to be affected.
Induced leakage from the Precipice Sandstone is low and a more detailed assessment of the location
of intake areas influencing the NWDA, CDA and SEDA would be required to determine actual
recharge rates. For these reasons a comparison has not been made.
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QGC – Central and South East Development Areas (CDA & SEDA)

The CDA and SEDA are directly adjacent to each other (see Fig. 2.2-1 for location) and induced
leakage rates have been combined for ease of comparison with aquifer recharge rates. Within the
vicinity of the CDA and SEDA the Springbok Sandstone is undifferentiated within the Kumbarrilla
beds, and thus no estimate of recharge based on outcrop area is possible.
The annual average induced leakage rate from the Hutton Sandstone is 0.07% of annual recharge of
the aquifer from the area up-gradient of the CSG fields.
The QGC EIS states that induced leakage of groundwater from the overlying and underlying water
supply aquifers during CSG operations directly impacts the recharge to the CSG formation (coal
measures), and hence may affect the sustainability of licensed water allocations in the affected
aquifers further away from the recharge zone. However, the EIS also states that the likelihood of this
occurring is considered negligible and that precautionary monitoring and management of the key
aquifers will be implemented as part of a Groundwater Monitoring and Management Plan.
In contrast the “Groundwater Monitoring Strategy Risk Assessment Matrix” in the EIS indicates that
the probability of “Loss of available water/loss of water column in bores” (i.e. drawdown caused by
the extraction of associated water) within bores tapping the “Precipice & Hutton” and the
“Springbok & WCM” is high, but that the risk of “Reduction in through flow to down-gradient
aquifers” is low.
It is the opinion of GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl that the risk of reduction in through-flow to downgradient aquifers is highly likely to occur but the magnitude of the reduction will only be known after
production commences and monitoring information becomes available. Modelled drawdowns
should be compared with the monitoring results and the numerical model adjusted and re-run with
updated information. Based on the current analysis, however, the magnitude of the impact on GAB
water balances is likely to be low.
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Figure 2.2-3. Location of QGC tenements shown relative to the defined areas of the GAB intake beds
used for annual recharge calculations.
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e.
Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on
existing groundwater flow processes.
QGC indicates that any fracture resulting from hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’) should remain
contained within the coal seams of the Walloon Coal Measures (WCM). QGC expect no impact from
hydraulic fracturing on overlying aquifers above and including the Springbok Sandstone based on the
occurrence of the low permeability Upper Walloon Measure, which separates the Springbok
Sandstone from the Macalister Coal Seam. However, where the Springbok Sandstone has incised
into the coal measures direct connection is possible.
QGC states that if such a breach were to occur, the limited volume of saline water in coal (cleats
compose ~1% of total volume) and low permeability of the interburden would provide little
opportunity for saline contamination of the Springbok Sandstone. As the hydraulic gradient would
be from the Springbok into the WCM, the most likely impact would be a flux of low salinity water
into the uppermost coal measures (i.e. from the Springbok into the WCM). QGC have not specified
any potential for gas generated from the WCM to migrate into the overlying formation.
QGC indicates that increased drilling, ongoing improvements in understanding of the reservoir,
geologic modelling and use of technical diagnostics can be employed to successfully manage and
prevent or limit the occurrence of vertical fracturing. Interconnection would be recognised by
monitoring pressure changes and would be effectively remediated by cementing any fractures that
did exceed target dimensions.
According to the EIS documentation, fracture fluid will be injected through perforated holes in a
casing and accurately located over the mid-point of the coal seam allowing the fraccing to occur in a
very targeted way. Additionally, downhole pressure and fraccing fluid viscosity will be monitored
during the process to identify any unexpected fracture propagation.
As identified in the fraccing risk assessment, fracture fluid is injected through perforated holes in a
casing and accurately located over the mid-point of the coal seam allowing the fraccing to occur in a
very targetted way. Additionally, downhole pressure and fraccing fluid viscosity are monitored
during the process to identify any unexpected fracture propagation.
In conjunction with an adequate number of appropriately instrumented monitoring wells drilled into
the adjacent aquifers and aquitards to monitor the changes in pressure and chemistry, these
industry standard measures outlined above are considered to be appropriate for the proposed
fraccing activities.
As such, we consider that fraccing represents a low risk to the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, so long as the proponent applies industry
standards (e.g. API, 2009) and follows operating procedures as defined by the regulator. We note
that QGC are currently working with APPEA and the Queensland Government (DERM) to minimise
any potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing on landholder groundwater bores in the vicinity of
fraccing treatment areas.
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f.

Initial advice on the likelihood of materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.

QGC identified subsidence as a potential impact of coal seam depressurisation and commissioned an
assessment of the potential. The conclusion of the QGC assessment is that predicted settlements
would result in up to 0.18 m of subsidence at the land surface. In the absence of appropriate data
for the proponent to undertake a full geotechnical assessment of potential subsidence, we interpret
the current information to suggest that the likelihood of subsidence is high. However, subsidence
assessments for an existing CSG field in the Powder River Basin, USA, which represents a broadly
similar geological setting to the Surat Basin, suggest that compression in the coal seams has not
been transmitted to the surface due to the strength of materials above the coals. It is expected that
such subsidence would be uniform over the area, and would not result in significant impact (Case et
al. 2000).
In addition to subsurface monitoring of the coal measures and key aquifers, QGC have committed to
developing an industry acceptable monitoring program of the likely subsidence across their
tenements (QGC Response to DEWHA 300810 – Attachment 3 – Geodetic Monitoring). In line with
this, we consider that the proposed monitoring and mitigation measures are adequate with regards
to the specific responsibilities of the proponent. We would encourage the proponent, in concert
with the State Government and other companies in the area, to consider the development of an
integrated and collaborative program of monitoring across the region to complement that
undertaken at the tenement scale.

g.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or
connected surface water resources.
QGC (QGC Volume 3 QGC Groundwater Study Surat Basin, Queensland prepared by Golder
Associates) show the generalised sub-crop geology and provide maps showing the water level
contours (potentiometric surfaces) and electrical conductivity values and contours obtained from
bores in the area between Pittsworth-Chinchilla-Miles and Wallumbilla for the:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Condamine River Alluvium,
Shallow unit (Griman Creek Formation, Surat Siltstone and Wallumbilla Formation),
Intermediate unit (Bungil Formation, Mooga Sandstone, Orallo Formation and Gubberamunda
Sandstone),
Walloon unit (Westbourne Formation, Springbok Sandstone, Walloon Coal Measures and
Eurombah Formation),
Hutton unit (Hutton Sandstone, Evergreen Formation, Marburg Sandstone), and
Precipice Sandstone unit

Groundwater levels in the Condamine River Alluvium mimic topography towards the valley of the
Condamine River. Most groundwater levels in the GAB aquifers are down dip and generally are in
an east to west direction. It is suggested that in some areas a potential connection exists between
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the Walloon Coal Measures and the Hutton Sandstone.
Hydrographs of bores in the Condamine River Alluvium show longer term trends over approximately
28 years of declining groundwater levels (up to approximately 6 m) and also in a bore in the Walloon
Coal Measures. Bores in the intermediate and Quaternary units shows small declines and other
bores in the Walloon Coal Measures are static or show some declines across the area. No
information has been provided in the report about possible leakage from the Condamine River
Alluvium into the Walloon Coal Measures. No discussion is presented on the Murray-Darling Basin
surface water aspects of the region, but it is predicted that there will be no measurable reduction or
loss of baseflow contribution to rivers or creeks as a result of the QGC CSG project operation (p.
119).
A small number of QGC tenements intersect or are very close to the Condamine River and its
alluvium downstream of Chinchilla, but this area is unlikely to leak into the Walloon Coal Measures
because north west of Dalby there is no hydraulic connection between the Walloon Coal Measures
and the river and its alluvium. Accordingly we consider that there is a limited likelihood of impact on
MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of the proposed QGC
operations.
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2.3 SANTOS
2.3.1 Project Summary
Santos proposes to develop three CSG fields in an area extending from 50 km south of Roma
northward to Rolleston. The project will deliver 5,300 petajoules (140 million m3) to supply to the
first stage of the LNG facility at Gladstone. This will involve the development of around 2,650
exploration and production wells. It is anticipated that about 1,200 wells will be established prior to
2015, with potential for 1,450 or more wells after 2015. The ‘reasonably foreseeable development’
(RFD) areas are comprised of tenements centred at Roma-Wallumbilla (Surat Basin) and Fairview
and Arcadia Valley (Bowen Basin) north of Injune (Fig. 2.3-1). The total RFD area is 6,900 km2 with a
further 12,100 km2 designated as ‘future development areas’. The Roma field targets the Middle
Jurassic Walloon Coal Measures for CSG development and the Fairview and Arcadia Valley fields
target the Upper Permian Bandanna Formation. Santos anticipates drilling 1,200 production wells in
the three fields up to 2014 and 1,450 wells after 2015.
Production of groundwater in the Fairview field is expected to increase from about ~8ML/day to a
peak of about ~64 ML/day in 2012. Water production is expected to then steadily decline to about
~13ML/day in 2023, apart from a small increase to ~38ML/day in 2018.
Water production at Arcadia Valley is expected to commence in 2011 and rise to a maximum of
~13ML/day in 2013 and then to steadily decline to about ~8ML/day in 2023.
Production of water in the Roma field is expected to peak at ~3ML/day in 2012 and decline to about
~8ML/day by 2023.
The Santos Roma CSG field falls within the Surat Management Areas as defined in the Great Artesian
Basin Water Resource Plan (DNRM 2005). This area overlies the full Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous
sequence in the Surat Basin and the Upper Triassic sediments of the Bowen Basin in the west.
The Fairview CSG field fall predominantly within the Surat North Management Area. This covers the
sediments of the Westbourne Formation, Injune Creek Group, Hutton and Precipice Sandstones
within the Surat Basin and the Clematis Sandstone within the Bowen Basin. This area has a large
number of high value recharge and discharge springs within the outcrop areas of the major aquifer
units.
The northernmost Arcadia CSG field falls predominantly within the Mimosa Management Area. This
covers the extent of the Triassic aged sediments of the Bowen Basin in the northern part of the
Mimosa Syncline extending south to the Surat Basin in which the Clematis Sandstone is the only
aquifer of significance.
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Figure 2.3-1. Location of coal seam gas tenements considered in the current assessment. The
location of the artesian/sub-artesian divide, surface drainage and basin boundaries are also shown.
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2.3.2 Summary of Assessment
The following summarises our assessment of the Santos proposed CSG development activities.

The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts
on and within the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) and other affected surface and groundwater systems
(this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise
and dewater and the likely impacts).
Santos present two hydrogeological simulation models – one ‘project-scale’ numerical groundwater
simulation model based on MODFLOW, which predicts impacts for their proposed CSG operations in
the Fairview and Arcadia CSG developments, and the other an analytical ‘project-scale’ model, which
attempts to account for impacts resulting from CSG operations in the Roma region. Based on the
information provided by Santos in their EIS documents, and discussions with Santos, our assessment
concludes that:
•

Within the limitations of available data, the ‘project-scale’ models produced are suitable for
estimating hydrogeological impacts on and within the GAB and other potentially affected
surface and groundwater systems within the influence of the Santos operations. We have,
however, noted a number of shortfalls in the modelled occurrence, magnitude and extent of
drawdown of the modelling approach taken, and we understand the proponent is in the
process of developing a new model.

•

The modelling results reported by Santos require further work to fully establish the
uncertainties and sensitivity of the models to the large predicted drawdowns that will occur
in the coal measures, and hence does not provide a level of confidence in the model outputs
and the conclusions drawn from them.

•

The modelled occurrence, magnitude and extent of drawdown potentiometric surfaces in
the Gubberamunda Sandstone, Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice
Sandstone aquifers of the Roma area, Surat Basin, where the Walloon Coal Measures are
depressurised and the modelled occurrence, magnitude and extent of drawdown of the
potentiometric surfaces in the Hutton Sandstone, Precipice Sandstone and Clematis
Sandstone aquifers of the Fairview and Arcadia area, Bowen Basin, where the Bandanna
Formation is depressurised, are consistent with the proposed groundwater extraction
operations, and are conservative in comparison with known impacts from existing Santos
operations in the region.

•

The models presented provide useful preliminary assessments of potential hydrogeological
impacts resulting from a range of groundwater extraction activities. Santos is in the process
of developing a new model, which will encompass the two areas and will underpin enhanced
groundwater impact prediction and management.
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Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the CSG
activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction have, in general, been
adequately addressed with, while there is scope for further elaboration regarding some aspects.
Potential water quality impacts have been adequately identified and addressed. Based upon
consideration of the hydrogeological, geological and project development information provided, we
conclude that:
•

The modelled vertical recharge and artesian pressure changes resulting from coal seam
depressurisation are realistic and likely to result in groundwater flow into the coal measures
from adjacent aquifers. We consider that these changes are reversible over timeframes of
decades to centuries, depending on the specific aquifer and the management strategies
applied.

•

Cross-contamination is likely to be of little consequence as the majority of inter-aquifer
transfer will involve the migration of higher quality water from adjacent underlying and
overlying sandstone aquifers into the Walloon Coal Measures.

•

The structural integrity of aquifers in relation to groundwater transmission is unlikely to be
significantly impacted by the proposed groundwater extraction. We note that groundwater
extraction may cause some aquifer compaction that is likely to result in subsidence (as
identified by the proponent and discussed below).

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the Great Artesian Basin.’
Based upon consideration of the hydrogeological, environmental and management information
provided, we do not agree with Santos that the risk of impact from groundwater extraction to the
EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on
natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin‘ is low, based on the following:
• The location of documented and/or surveyed natural discharge of groundwater sites
(springs) from the CSG fields and the modelled zones of groundwater drawdown, with a
significant number of surveyed and not-surveyed springs, including EPBC listed springs being
located within the drawdown region of affected aquifers.
• Proposed monitoring programs do not state how trigger levels will be acted upon with
regards to mitigating changes to groundwater flow or quality in springs.
Uncertainties in the extent of modelled groundwater drawdown, lead to the conclusion that
monitoring and mitigation measures documented by Santos are inadequate. Monitoring of
groundwater levels and quality are proposed, but there is insufficient acknowledgement of the
uncertainty of modelled groundwater drawdown extents. It is suggested that Santos broaden the
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spatial extent of their spring survey, assessment and monitoring programs. Additional natural
discharge of groundwater sites or springs proximal to the CSG fields may need to be investigated and
assessed to determine their EPBC Act significance. We suggest that the outcomes of such
investigations could provide input to the monitoring and management process proposed by Santos
and ensure that the baseline datasets upon which monitoring and mitigation measures are based
are both robust and complete.
Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and the
likely long-term impact(s).

Consideration of a range of hydrogeological, geological and groundwater production data provided
by the proponents lead us to conclude that there is currently insufficient information to understand
the relative significance of the proposed CSG activities in proportion to GAB recharge. Our analysis of
the relative volumes of induced leakage from adjacent aquifers in comparison to GAB intake bed
recharge volumes has had ambiguous results.
•

Estimates from modelled leakage volumes provided by Santos suggest that leakage from
GAB aquifers as the result of CSG operations may be a relatively high proportion of recharge
to the operations area, particularly to the Gubberamunda Sandstone.

•

The majority of existing groundwater users and environmental values in the Hutton and
Precipice Sandstone aquifers are located up-gradient of the proposed extraction activities.

Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on existing
groundwater flow processes.
Based upon the geological and technical information provided by APLNG with regards to the
potential impacts of hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’), we consider that the potential risks posed by
fraccing are low. We conclude that:
• the fraccing risk assessments completed by Santos identify and assess relevant factors and
risks involved in the process.
• while the potential exists for fraccing activities to impact on the structural integrity of
aquifers and aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, the competent
application of industry standard technologies, techniques, and monitoring/mitigation
processes proposed are appropriate.
•

Santos have adequately assessed any potential risks associated with fraccing activities and
have proposed appropriate monitoring and mitigation measures.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.
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Based upon our assessment of the geological and geotechnical information provided, and relevant
information from other sources, we agree with Santos that there is a likelihood of subsidence, and
that this could result in several centimetres of surface subsidence.
However, based on the estimated magnitude of the subsidence (in the order or centimetres to tens
of centimetres), and with reference to subsidence assessments for CSG activities in similar geological
environments elsewhere, we consider that the risk of impacts to surface water and shallow
groundwater systems are very low.
We suggest that the monitoring measures currently proposed by Santos could be strengthened by
assessing deformation at the land surface as well as in the aquifers and coal seams.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or connected
surface water resources.
On the basis of the available information, we consider that there is a limited likelihood of impact on
MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a result of the proposed Santos
operations.
This assessment is based primarily on the fact that most of the Santos CSG operations are located
outside of the Murray-Darling Basin catchment area (Fairview and Arcadia tenements) and the Roma
CSG tenements are high in the Murray-Darling Basin catchment area, with few major streams being
present. Impacts of CSG induced drawdown in overlying and underlying aquifers will have little
impact on the Murray-Darling Basin groundwater and surface water resources.

2.3.3 Assessment of Proposed Development
a.
The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological
impacts on and within the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems (this would
include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise and
dewater and the likely impacts).

Model Description
For the Arcadia and Fairview CSG fields, SANTOS have developed a finite difference numerical
groundwater simulation model (MODFLOW – the industry standard) to predict changes in hydraulic
head in the Bandanna Formation and overlying Precipice Sandstone aquifer in response to CSG
depressurisation activities within their tenements. This model is referred to as the ‘Comet Ridge ‘
model. The model domain occupies an area of 83,500 km2. The model is partitioned into 3 layers
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representing the Precipice Sandstone, Triassic rocks (mainly the Rewan Formation) and Bandanna
Formation (Bowen Basin – the source rock containing the gas). The overlying Hutton Sandstone,
which outcrops over part of the Fairview tenements is not modelled. The model grid is aligned NNW,
sub-parallel to the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault, which is assumed to be an impermeable barrier to
groundwater flow in the Bandanna Formation. The model cell size is variable with the minimum cell
widths of 1,350 m, presumably within the tenements, but the sizes of the other cells are unknown.
The model progressed in yearly stress periods, each with 5 time steps, from 2009 to 2028.
At Roma, an in-house analytical model developed by SANTOS consultants was used to predict the
changes in hydraulic head in the Walloon Coal Measures due to CSG depressurisation. Details of the
methodology are sketchy but by its very nature the analytical model would be simplistic and not as
good as a numerical model in simulating the spatial variability of the system.
Both the Comet Ridge and Roma models have been superseded by a large scale finite element model
but we have not received any documentation of the new model at the time of writing.

Model Parameters
For the Comet Ridge model, constant T values (the product of Kh and thickness) were applied to the
layers representing the Precipice Sandstone and Triassic rocks. T values were distributed in layer 3
(Bandanna Formation) according to drill stem test results from individual wells in the tenements.
A uniform storativity value of 1 x 10-4 was assigned for layers 1 and 2 and 1.3 x 10-4 in layer 3. A
specific yield value of 0.15 was adopted throughout. These values appear to reasonable estimates.
Vertical leakage in layers 1 and 3 was set at 10-8d-1 and 10-10 d-1 in layer 2.
Recharge in layer 1 was set at 15 mm/year in the Precipice Sandstone outcrop northwest of the
Comet Ridge and recharge rates of 7 mm/year were specified in other areas of Precipice Sandstone
outcrop.
Aquifer-stream bed (Dawson River) interaction was accomplished by specifying river cells with
channel bed conductances in an area to the east of the CSG fields where the Dawson River and
Hutton Creek incise the Precipice Sandstone.
In the Roma analytical model, all hydraulic parameters were assumed to be uniform across the
entire CSG field.

Model Boundary Conditions (Comet Ridge model only)
No-flow boundaries were set in all layers where particular rock formations were absent and in the
particular case of layer 3, to simulate the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault. Head dependent outflow
boundaries were set along the northern boundary of the Precipice Sandstone outcrop to simulate
springs and seepages. General head boundaries were assigned to the western and southern
boundaries of layer 1, and to the western boundary of layer 3.
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Model Predictions
The Comet Ridge model predicts very large drawdowns to occur in the Bandanna Formation east of
the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault. Maximum drawdowns of 600 m are predicted in some places with
large areas in excess of 300 m. Predicted drawdowns propagate steadily outwards from 2013 to
2028. Because of the relatively high transmissivity of the Bandanna Formation, the cone of
depression is predicted to spread well beyond the boundary of the tenements.
A drawdown plume of >5 m is predicted to occur in the Precipice Sandstone. This plume is predicted
to grow from a radius of influence of 50 km in 2013 to 100 km by 2028. The plume is centered about
the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault, an area where the Bandanna Formation directly underlies the
Precipice Sandstone. The maximum drawdown of 65 m in the Precipice Sandstone is predicted to
occur in 2028, collinear with the Hutton-Wallumbilla Fault south of Hutton Creek.
The Roma analytical model predicts large drawdowns to be generated in the Walloon Coal Measures
between 2013 and 2028, up to 600 m in some places with significant acreage in excess of 500 m
drawdown in the Wallumbilla area. The cone of depression is predicted not to spread much beyond
the tenement boundaries because of the low transmissivity assigned to the coal measures in the
model.
Drawdown in predicted to be minimal in the underlying Hutton Sandstone – about 3 m at the wellfield perimeter after 20 years of operations. The radius of influence in the Hutton Sandstone is
predicted to spread out to 54 km beyond the tenement boundaries after 20 years. This is an artefact
of the high resistance to vertical flow imposed by the modellers at the top of the Walloon Coal
Measures.
No predicted drawdowns are reported for the overlying Springbok Sandstone, which we consider to
be an omission in the EIS. We also note the Roma model considers the SANTOS fields in isolation
(unlike the Comet Ridge model which included the existing Spring Gully CSG operation). In reality
there will be separate CSG operations in the Roma area concurrent with the proposed CSG
depressurisation, so the drawdowns presented here will be the minimum case only.

Adequacy of Model for Estimating Impacts
SANTOS recognised that the Comet Ridge and Roma models were inadequate to predict drawdowns
in the aquifers but they are probably applicable for predicting drawdowns in the coal measures.
Accordingly they have replaced both models with a large scale finite element model comparable to
that developed by APLNG. We are not in a position to comment on this model at present.
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b.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow,
cross contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of
the CSG activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
Santos CSG developments in the Surat Basin are the Roma field, located within a ~50 km radius of
Roma, and the Fairview field to the north-east of Injune. In the Bowen Basin the Arcadia field is
located immediately north of the Fairview field (Fig. 2.3-1). In the vicinity of the Santos Surat Basin
fields the majority of waterbores tap aquifers of the Bungil Formation, Mooga, Gubberamunda,
Hutton and Precipice sandstones, with minimal extraction from the Walloon Coal Measures (Santos
Appendix P2, p. 14). In the Bowen Basin the Hutton, Precipice and Clematis sandstones are the main
aquifers utilised. Predictions of the drawdown in these aquifers for the respective CSG groundwater
extraction projects have been made using numerical groundwater simulation models and the results
showing impacts on the Precipice Sandstone (Bowen Basin) and Hutton Sandstone (Surat Basin) are
presented in Santos Appendix P2 (summarised on page 67 of that document).
The modelling predicts that the volumes of groundwater pumped over a period of several decades
from the Walloon Coal Measures will result in vertical leakage from the overlying and underlying
aquifers of the Springbok Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone, and to a lesser
extent from the Gubberamunda Sandstone, into the Walloon Coal Measures and cause drawdown of
the potentiometric surface of these aquifers. A similar situation will occur in the Bowen Basin, with
depressurisation of the Bandanna Formation (coal measures) resulting in drawdown in the Precipice
Sandstone and transfer of groundwater into the Bandanna Formation.
Cross-contamination is considered a minor issue, as the physical characteristics and groundwater
chemistry of the groundwater in the aquifers is similar and within acceptable ranges for water
supply purposes. The exception is groundwater from both the Walloon Coal Measures and Bandanna
Formation, which are more saline and have a different chemistry compared to the other Jurassic
aquifers. However, the groundwater from the coal measures is pumped to the ground surface as
associated water during coal seam gas production and disposed of or re-injected following
desalination processes. Vertical leakage of better quality groundwater from the other Jurassic
aquifers will take place into the Walloon Coal Measures and Bandanna Formation.
Structural integrity of the coal seams and aquifers of the Walloon Coal Measures and to a lesser
extent the Bandanna Formation have the potential to be affected by groundwater extraction. Coal
seam gas extraction involves the reduction of the hydrostatic pressure in the coal seams to allow gas
production by desorption of methane from the coal. This depressurisation results in a large
drawdown cone (up to 600 m) in the potentiometric surface of both the Walloon Coal Measures and
Bandanna Formation, which spreads out from the coal seam gas field production area. The
drawdown of the groundwater levels propagates vertically through the over- and underlying
aquitards or confining beds into the over- and underlying aquifers. As a result, vertical leakage from
these aquifers takes place towards the coal-bearing formations and drawdown cones develop in the
potentiometric surfaces of the Gubberamunda, Springbok, Hutton and Precipice sandstone aquifers,
though at a smaller scale than in the coal measures. The depressurisation of the other aquifers is
generally too limited to affect the integrity of the aquifer rock structure, as drawdowns in those
aquifers are only in the order of several metres.
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c.
Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered
ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of
groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’.
Risk Identification and Assessment
DEWHA (2001) stipulates that an assessment of each individual natural discharge of groundwater
site (spring) is required to determine its origin (i.e. whether it is a “discharge” or “recharge” spring)
and in turn, whether it is associated with the listed ecological community. It is our understanding
that the main sources for spring data in Queensland - the Queensland Herbarium database and the
Spring Register in the Queensland Water Resources (Great Artesian Basin) Plan 2006 - are not
complete and that not all springs have been investigated, assessed and classified. This could lead to
“recharge” springs as well as “discharge” springs being excluded from the EPBC listing, as well as
springs being excluded simply because they are located in the recharge areas of the Great Artesian
Basin (“recharge” springs are excluded as shown in DEWHA, 2001). This could also mean that the
impacts of drawdown of groundwater levels caused by groundwater extraction may not be
considered for communities assessed as being “recharge” springs purely on the basis of floristic
composition.
The location and EPBC classification (i.e. “discharge” versus “recharge”) of known springs in
proximity to the Santos development areas is illustrated in Figure 2.3-2.
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Figure 2.3-2. Location of natural groundwater discharge sites (springs) with respect to coal seam gas
tenements considered in the current assessment.
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Dry season field investigations (Santos Appendix N4) identify no rare or threatened aquatic species
at active artesian spring sites in catchments adjacent to and containing the Santos CSG fields. In the
Upper Dawson catchment the endangered (and EPBC Act listed) macrophyte salt pipewort
(Eriocaulon carsonii) has been recorded at the Hutton Spring Group on Hutton Creek (Fensham and
Fairfax 2004), and the consultant’s report suggests that artesian springs elsewhere in the CSG fields
may support similar communities, where comparable geomorphic and hydraulic conditions are
present. Furthermore the consultant identifies the likely presence of the EPBC critically endangered
Boggomoss Snail (Adclarkia dawsonensis) in one of the Santos leases to the west of Taroom, but not
in any of the Fairview, Arcadia or Roma tenements.
Field investigations commissioned by Santos (Santos Suppl. Part 3, Attach. D5, App. A) identified
numerous high value “recharge” and “discharge” spring complexes associated with the
Gubberamunda Sandstone, Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone units. These springs are
located near the Taroom and Injune townships and to the north of Roma. Several spring complexes
are present within and in close proximity (<30 km) to the Santos development areas, including Lucky
Last and Scott’s Creek, two high EPBC value springs (see Fig. 2.3-2). Most of the “recharge” and
“discharge” spring complexes in and near the Santos Fairview CSG field are artesian flows from the
Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone aquifers. Some of the springs north of Roma are related
to the Gubberamunda Sandstone aquifer.
According to Santos (Technical Memorandum, Golder Associates, 10 August 2010 – The impact from
Santos CSG Fields on GAB Springs):
“Two spring complexes located at the south western corner of Fairview and south west of
Fairview have been assessed by Fensham and Fairfax for national environmental significance
under the EPBC Act and have been classified following Fensham and Fairfax approach as
discharge springs. Closer assessment of these springs shows that the spring located to the
south western corner of Fairview CSG field is along the Hutton Creek drainage alignment,
and at the same location that several GAB ROP recharge and watercourse springs.
Additionally, the location corresponds to the outcrop of the Hutton Sandstone. Hence this
spring may be of national environmental significance but is not a GAB discharge spring. The
second spring, to the south east of Fairview is located at the outcrop of the Hutton
Sandstone and should consequently be regarded as a GAB recharge spring. Santos CSG fields
are located in what is considered the recharge beds area for the GAB. The GAB recharge
area is commonly defined as the area where the GAB sandstone aquifer formations subcrop
or outcrop on the eastern margins of the GAB.“
The Taroom 1:250,000 Geological Map Sheet Explanatory Notes (Forbes et al. 1967) report that “The
mound springs in the Hutton Creek area, north-east of Injune, are probably supplied by artesian
water from the Precipice Sandstone, which rises to the surface through joints or small faults.” If the
latter is correct, then these springs are “discharge” springs, and should be considered under the
EPBC Act.
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“Recharge” springs with high conservation values occur approximately 30 km north and northeast of
Roma, just north of the Santos Roma CSG development area (Fig. 2.3-2), within areas of the
Gubberamunda Sandstone outcrop. Springs located within the Santos Arcadia CSG development
area are related to the Clematis Sandstone aquifer and occur at the Clematis Sandstone and
Moolayember Formation boundary in the Arcadia Valley.
The target formation for the Santos CSG development in the Comet Ridge fields (Fairview, Arcadia
and Spring Gully) is the Bandanna Formation of the Bowen Basin, while the Roma CSG field targets
the Walloon Coal Measures of the Surat Basin. Springs related to the Gubberamunda Sandstone,
Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone are therefore potentially at risk of impact in the Santos
Roma and Fairview CSG development areas and likewise springs associated with the Clematis
Sandstone in the Arcadia CSG development area. In the Santos Comet Ridge (Fairview, Arcadia and
Spring Gully) CSG fields springs related to the Hutton Sandstone, Precipice Sandstone and Clematis
Sandstone are potentially at risk.
It is noted that there is some ambiguity in the definition of discharge springs. Some definitions of
natural discharge sites are based on florististic composition rather than hydrogeological
characteristics.
In all CSG development areas the radius of influence of groundwater drawdown is expected to
extend beyond the boundaries of the CSG fields. Santos provide a predicted zero impact limit at
around 250 km from the centre of the Santos Roma CSG development and a predicted zero impact
limit at around 100 km from its Spring Gully and Fairview CSG fields (Technical Memorandum,
Golder Associates, 10 August 2010 – The impact from Santos CSG Fields on GAB Springs). Drawdown
in the Bandanna Formation is expected to result in the inter-aquifer transfer from the overlying
Precipice Sandstone and Clematis Sandstone. Drawdown in the Walloon Coal Measures is expected
to result in some inter-aquifer transfer from the overlying Gubberamunda Sandstone and Springbok
Sandstone, and the underlying Hutton Sandstone and Precipice Sandstone aquifers, into the WCM.
Reduced artesian pressures caused by extraction of artesian groundwater from bores have been
identified as a serious problem in the GAB, which have affected other bores and natural discharges,
including springs (Habermehl, 1980, 2001, DEWHA 2001, Fensham et al. 2004). The EPBC listed Salt
pipewort and Artesian milfoil are known to be associated with artesian springs within the vicinity of
the CSG gas fields. Both species require actively flowing artesian water for survival.
Santos (Technical Memorandum, Golder Associates, 10 August 2010 – The impact from Santos CSG
Fields on GAB Springs) states that:
•

no GAB discharge springs (including mound springs) are located over the Santos tenements
and within 100 km of the tenements including within the predicted impact zone;

•

all springs located over and near Santos tenements are interpreted as GAB “recharge”
springs and that no “discharge” springs are present. Santos concludes that its groundwater
extraction activities are likely to have no impact on GAB mound springs and GAB fed GDE;

•

in Fairview, there is a potential impact in the Precipice Sandstone limited to the vicinity of
the contact zone between the Bandanna Formation and Precipice Sandstone (south
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western corner of Fairview). The predicted impact is less than 3 m based on currently
available modelling (expected case). Since the Santos gas field operations extract
groundwater from the deep confined and the recharge springs derive their water supplies
from the shallow perched aquifers (which are unconnected with the deep GAB aquifers),
the recharge springs and their associated GDE will suffer no material impact from CSG
production; and
•

with regard to the EPBC Act, on the basis of this map and current interpretation, there is no
evidence that Santos proposed CSG water production have anything but insignificant risk
to matters of national environmental significance. Further details will be available in
September in the groundwater impact report currently under preparation.

According to these Santos statements the “recharge” springs would not be affected by the lowering
of groundwater levels as a result of CSG activities. The occurrence of perched GAB aquifers in the
recharge areas is not elaborated on by Santos, nor is the issue of connection between GAB aquifers
in the recharge areas and deeper in the GAB.
The drawdown cone of groundwater level depression associated with the extraction of CSG
groundwater has the potential to impact on the aquifer pressure of and groundwater flows from
artesian springs, which are within the cone of depression from CSG activities. Santos (Appendix P1
Groundwater Deep Aquifer Modelling - Matrixplus) suggests that most springs in the Taroom are a
are associated with the boundaries between the Hutton Sandstone and its over- and underlying
aquicludes. Santos also suggests that groundwater levels in the Hutton sandstone are unlikely to be
affected by CSG operations. Baseflow to the Hutton Creek-Dawson River confluence in the Comet
Ridge fields (Fairview, Arcadia and Spring Gully) from groundwater discharge sites and springs in the
Precipice Sandstone outcrop area is most likely to be affected by groundwater drawdown in the
Precipice Sandstone associated with CSG operations. Predicted drawdown at this locality will be less
than 5 m (the ‘trigger’ value set by the Queensland Government to initiate ‘make good’ provisions
under the Queensland Petroleum & Gas Act) in all cases and will be significantly less than the
hydraulic head difference between the aquifer and the river according to Santos. Santos further
suggests that, due to artesian conditions persisting in the Precipice Sandstone in this area, there is
always positive flow according to their model predictions. However, Santos does not indicate the
predicted drawdown, which is important, as even a drawdown of only a few metres may be
sufficient to adversely affect the flow from springs. Santos expects that the contributions to the
baseflow of the Dawson River and the discharge from springs near the Fairview CSG fields will not be
significant as a result of the drawdown in the Precipice Sandstone aquifer. The potential for interaquifer transfer from the Gubberamunda Sandstone aquifer is considered to be small by Santos, but
it recommends monitoring to validate this assumption.
The groundwater level drawdown cones in the affected GAB aquifers will, during the CSG production
period and during the recovery phase, extend beyond the boundaries of the CSG development areas.
Santos groundwater modelling indicates that there is a low risk that groundwater levels of springs
will be affected. According to the initial ‘project case’ numerical groundwater simulation model
projections, Santos determines that associated water production will have no implications for spring
complexes (and their dependent ecosystems).
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GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the risk methodology applied by Santos is appropriate for
assessing potential risk to EPBC listed communities. Against the criteria specified in their risk
assessment documentation, we suggest that there is a high risk of impact to any EPBC communities
within the predicted groundwater drawdown areas. The risk is considered low if none of the springs
maintain EPBC communities, however such springs, whether they be “discharge” or “recharge”
springs, would still be impacted and the risk is to an environment with the potential to host such
community rather than to a community per se.
On the basis of the available documentation, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the majority
of risks of significant impacts to the GAB and other affected surface and groundwater systems have
been adequately identified and assessed. However, there are several identified springs
(communities) within and in close proximity to their tenements for which the risk has been
inadequately assessed. This includes the ‘Lucky Last’ spring complex in the southwest of the Fairview
CSG field, whose classification as a “recharge” spring is considered questionable.
These conclusions, as with the risk assessments themselves, are based primarily on the relative
proximity of CSG activities and modelled groundwater drawdown effects to possible spring
communities. It should be noted that any variation in the groundwater simulation model predicted
lateral and vertical extent of groundwater drawdown, resulting from uncertainties in the modelling,
could alter the consequence and hence risk rankings.
Further Analysis
Santos state that a new numerical groundwater simulation model and accompanying report on
impacts is currently under preparation and will be available in September (Technical Memorandum,
Golder Associates – The impact from Santos CSG Fields on GAB Springs, p. 3). GA and Dr M.A.
Habermehl have not had the opportunity to review this document, which was discussed by Santos
during the meeting with GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl on 10 September 2010, but not tabled. As such
we cannot provide any comment on the adequacy of any further assessment, monitoring or
mitigation measures proposed by Santos.
Adequacy of Mitigation Measures and Conditions
Clearly defined monitoring information for the various types of environments (e.g. springs,
groundwater bores, etc.) is presented by Santos including information regarding frequency and type
of monitoring and analysis (Santos Suppl. Part 3, Attach. D2, pp. 107-110). Trigger mechanisms using
water quantity and quality criteria are specified (Santos Suppl. Part 3, Attach. D2, pp. 110-112).
However, despite putting in place provision for monitoring springs, Santos do not state how trigger
levels will be acted upon with regards to mitigating changes to groundwater flow or quality in
springs. Accordingly, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the current mitigation measures need
further elaboration.
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Proposed Measures or Requirements
•

Undertake detailed investigations of all springs within the groundwater model predicted
drawdown extents. This would include detailed assessments of the EPBC significant Lucky
Last and Scott’s Creek springs in the vicinity of the Fairview CSG.

•

Detail what remedial action might be taken should groundwater drawdown be identified as
impacting water quantity or quality in any springs, as all remedial measures currently
proposed address only impacts on groundwater bores.

•

In order to estimate the potential for impacts caused by groundwater level drawdown, and
the appropriate application of trigger values, the elevation of the spring (vent) and the
potentiometric surface elevation of the source aquifer in the spring assessed should be
determined prior to the onset of CSG groundwater extraction and be monitored throughout
the production and recovery stages of the project lifetime.

Summary
On the basis of the available information, GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that Santos have not
adequately identified and assessed the risk of significant impacts of groundwater extraction on the
EPBC Act listed endangered ecological community ‘The community of native species dependent on
natural discharge of groundwater from the Great Artesian Basin’. On the basis of the current
information we cannot agree with Santos’ assessment that the risks to EPBC communities resulting
from groundwater drawdown are low, as the monitoring and mitigation measures are inadequate.
We understand a revised groundwater impact report is currently being prepared.

d.
Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities
and the likely long-term impact(s).
The potential for recharge into the GAB aquifers to be impacted due to CSG activities can be
considered as three separate issues:
•

Potential for infrastructure associated with CSG activities located on the GAB intake beds to
reduce the amount of recharge due to soil compaction and a reduction in intake bed surface
area due to infrastructure footprint.

•

Potential for infiltrating recharge water to be contaminated prior to recharging the GAB
aquifers.

•

The effect on the GAB water balance caused by induced leakage from the GAB aquifers
through extraction of associated water from the CSG formations.
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It should be noted that a reduction in pressure due to water extraction down-gradient of the GAB
aquifer intake beds will not affect the rate at which infiltrating water moves through the unsaturated
zone into these aquifers. Hence the rate of recharge will not change. Recharge is a function of
rainfall and rock permeability, which regulates the rate that water can enter the rock matrix of the
aquifer.
The risk that infrastructure located within the intake beds of the GAB will significantly reduce the
amount of groundwater recharge is negligible and is not assessed further. For example, estimates of
the surface area covered by each production well drill pod, headworks and infrastructure are in the
order of 0.005 km2. As such, the total area impacted for the maximum 2650 proposed CSG
extraction wells will be in the order of 13 km2. This area is insignificant considering that the GAB
intake beds cover an area of several thousand kilometres.
Santos has identified shallow groundwater contamination as a potential issue; specifically
contamination from associated water brine ponds and chemical and fuel storage sites associated
with processing plants. Santos state that Qld EPA guidelines will be adhered to in respect of the
lining of brine ponds and on-site storage of chemicals and that these “best-practice” strategies will
prevent on-site contamination.
GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl consider that the shallow groundwater monitoring strategies outlined in
the Santos EIS should be sufficient to address any potential shallow groundwater contamination
issues.
To assess the impact of associated water production upon recharge in terms of the GAB water
balance, data for the latest leakage estimates for aquifers adjoining the coal seams in each
development area were requested from Santos.
Information provided by Santos is based upon revised FEFLOW numerical models that include:
•

best estimates for coal seam water production;

•

boundary conditions that are more representative (and less conservative) than the original
EIS modelling;

•

additional model layers resulting in better estimates of the time for impacts to occur;

•

cumulative impacts (Sean Davidge, pers. comm., 8 September 2010).

It is noted that these revised Santos models have not been assessed by GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl.
The induced leakage estimates from the Santos Roma and Fairview/Arcadia (Comet Ridge) CSG fields
are provided in Tables 2.3-1 and 2.3-2 respectively.
Table 2.3-1. Estimates of induced leakage for the Santos Roma CSG field based on Santos modelled
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water production scenarios.

Aquifer

Gubberamund
a Sandstone

Water
Producti
on
Scenario

Cumulative
leakage during
field operation
(~25 yrs)

Cumulative leakage
over total modelled
period (~2700 yrs)

2.6 GL (~0.1 GL/yr)

132 GL (~0.05 GL/yr)

17.8 GL (~0.7 GL/yr)

738 GL (~0.3 GL/yr)

7.8 GL (~0.3 GL/yr)

77 GL (~0.03 GL/yr)

45.3 GL (~1.8 GL/yr)

511 GL (~0.2 GL/yr)

0.27
Minimum
Maximum

Hutton
Sandstone

Leakage during
field operation
(ML/day)

1.92
0.82

Minimum
Maximum

4.9

Table 2.3-2. Estimates of induced leakage from the Santos Fairview and Arcadia (Comet Ridge) CSG
field based on Santos modelled water production scenarios.

Aquifer

Precipice
Sandstone

Water
Producti
on
Scenario

Leakage during
field operation
(ML/day)

Cumulative
leakage during
field operation
(~85 yrs)

Cumulative leakage
over total modelled
period (~2700 yrs)

4.65

146 GL (~1.7 GL/yr)

373 GL (~0.14 GL/yr)

10.9

353 GL (~4.0 GL/yr)

491 GL (~0.18 GL/yr)

Minimum
Maximum

A comparison of the predicted volumes of groundwater extracted following vertical leakage from the
GAB aquifers, including the Gubberamunda, Hutton and Precipice Sandstones with groundwater
recharge in the intake beds is summarised in Table 2.3-3. This comparison puts into perspective the
likely impacts of associated water extraction on the GAB water balance within the project area.
Where sufficient information exists, a comparison has been made of the estimated groundwater
recharge in the intake beds and the modelled induced leakage rates from overlying and underlying
aquifers into the formations from which CSG associated water will be extracted.

Table 2.3-3. Estimated induced leakage as a percentage of aquifer recharge for Santos CSG fields
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considered in the current assessment.

CSG
field

Aquifer

Comet
Ridge

Precipice
Sandstone

Water
Production
Scenario

Est.
annual
recharge
(ML/yr)

Est.
induced
leakage
(ML/yr)

Leakage
as % of
recharge

Minimum

5180

1700

33

Maximum

5180

4000

77

Minimum

626

100

16

Maximum

626

700

111

Minimum

8560

300

3.5

Maximum

8560

1800

21

Roma
Gubberamunda
Sandstone

Hutton
Sandstone

It should be noted that the comparisons give an order of magnitude estimate only. Estimates of
recharge are based on either chloride mass balance calculations undertaken by Kellett et al. (2003)
or inferred recharge rates based on the proximity of intake beds to locations with existing chloride
mass balance calculations. For the purpose of this comparison the intake area for each aquifer is the
area of outcrop equal to the lateral extent of the field area plus a ~20 km buffer either side (a buffer
of ~40 km was used for the Precipice Sandstone, Figure 2.3-3). It is recognised that the method used
to define the intake bed areas for each field is relatively crude but is sufficiently precise to undertake
an order of magnitude comparison. Additional further work would be required to increase the level
of accuracy of the recharge rate estimates made in both the Springbok and Precipice Sandstones.
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Figure 2.3-3. Location of QGC tenements shown relative to the defined areas of the GAB intake beds
used for annual recharge calculations.
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Santos – Fairview and Arcadia (Comet Ridge) CSG fields
Induced leakage from the Precipice Sandstone into the Bandanna Formation ranges from 33% to
77% of annual recharge of the aquifer from the area up-gradient of the CSG fields, based on the
minimum and maximum (conservative) associated water production forecast scenarios respectively.
The induced leakage and the commensurate reduction in through-flow to hydraulically downgradient parts of the aquifer is unlikely to significantly impact existing groundwater users within the
vicinity of the Comet Ridge Field. Maps provided within the Santos EIS identify 41 registered bores
intersecting the Precipice Sandstone, with most being situated hydraulically up-gradient of the
modelled drawdown area. The Santos EIS identifies three privately registered bores and one DNRW
bore, located in the area surrounding the proposed bore field as exhibiting drawdowns ranging from
7–25 m in the year 2028. However it should be noted that this map appears to omit bores
intersecting the Precipice Sandstone located to the south of the Comet Ridge as shown in the
Hydrogeological Framework Report for the Great Artesian Basin Water Resource Plan Area (Figure 4,
DNRM 2005).
Santos - Roma CSG field
Within the vicinity of the Santos Roma CSG field, induced leakage from the overlying Gubberamunda
Sandstone aquifer caused by the associated water production from the Walloon Coal Measures is
estimated to be from 16% to 111% of annual recharge of the aquifer from the area up-gradient of
the CSG field. This large range is due to differences in magnitude between forecast scenarios for
minimum and maximum associated water production. However, Santos has indicated that ~10
ML/day (3650 ML/yr) of treated associated water will be reinjected (recharged) back into the
Gubberamunda Sandstone. If this is the case there would in effect be an increase in the annual
recharge rate to an estimated 4276 ML/yr, far in excess of the current predicted maximum induced
leakage. In this situation an issue that has yet to be identified or addressed is the possibility of
overpressurisation in the Gubberamunda Sandstone and additional induced leakage from the
aquifer.
Induced leakage from the Hutton Sandstone ranges between 3.5% and 21% of annual recharge to
the aquifer from the area up-gradient of the CSG field. Registered bores intersecting the Hutton
Sandstone are concentrated to the north of the Santos Roma CSG field adjacent to the intake beds
of the Hutton Sandstone. These bores are hydraulically up-gradient of the Roma CSG field and will
not be impacted. However, as already identified and assessed by the proponent, a small number of
bores are located within and to the south and southwest of the Roma field and are likely to be
impacted resulting in drawdown of the groundwater levels.
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e.
Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on
existing groundwater flow processes.
Santos provides a comprehensive report and risk assessment on their hydraulic fracturing (‘fraccing’)
process. The main physical risk is identified as the deviation of generated fractures out of the coal
seam into the surrounding aquifers.
Santos provides several reasons to justify the assessed low risk of fracture deviation out of the coal
seam. Firstly, a typical fracture radius is up to 20 m and within this radius there is very limited
probability of a fracture intersecting aquifer units. Secondly, the elastic nature of overlying or
underlying sedimentary rocks (in contrast to the brittle nature of coal) would be a barrier to fracture
propagation even though it is possible for a breach to occur.
According to the EIS documentation, fracture fluid will be injected through perforated holes in a
casing and accurately located over the mid-point of the coal seam allowing the fraccing to occur in a
very targeted way. Additionally, downhole pressure and fraccing fluid viscosity will be monitored
during the process to identify any unexpected fracture propagation.
In conjunction with an adequate number of appropriately instrumented monitoring wells installed in
the aquifers and aquitards of interest to monitor the changes of pressure and chemical components,
these industry standard monitoring measures are considered to be appropriate for the proposed
fraccing activities.
As such, we consider that fraccing represents a low risk to the structural integrity of aquifers and
aquitards, and on existing groundwater flow processes, so long as the proponent applies industry
standards (e.g. API, 2009) and follows operating procedures as defined by the regulator.

f.

Initial advice on the likelihood of materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.

Santos identified subsidence as a potential impact of coal seam depressurisation and commissioned
an assessment of the potential. The conclusion of the Santos assessment is that predicted
settlements would result in up to 0.2 m of subsidence at the land surface within the Roma
tenements, and 0.045 m at their Arcadia and Fairview fields. In the absence of appropriate data for
the proponent to undertake a full geotechnical assessment of potential subsidence, we interpret the
current information to suggest that the likelihood of subsidence is high. However, subsidence
assessments for an existing CSG field in the Powder River Basin, USA, which represents a broadly
similar geological setting to the Surat Basin, suggest that compression in the coal seams has not
been transmitted to the surface due to the strength of materials above the coals. It is expected that
such subsidence would be uniform over the area, and would not result in significant impact (Case et
al. 2000).
Santos proposes to monitor water pressure in aquifers in the units overlying the coal measures and
to install extensometers in key locations to monitor compression of the coal measures. These
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measures are considered appropriate for assessment of subsurface subsidence associated with
elastic deformation of the coal measures. However, we suggest that the proponent could improve
their monitoring program by, in conjunction with relevant State Government agencies and other
proponents, establishing baseline and ongoing geodetic monitoring to quantify deformation at the
land surface. This should link from the tenement scale to the wider region across which groundwater
extraction activities are occurring.

g.
Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or
connected surface water resources.
There is no likelihood of impacts on MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources as a
result of Santos CSG operations in the Roma area.
The Santos CSG operations in the Roma area are removed from the main river system of the
Condamine River as they are located higher in the catchment, near the surface water divide of the
Great Dividing Range. The Santos CSG Roma tenements overlie the Lower Cretaceous Coreena and
Doncaster Members of the Wallumbilla Formation and the Upper Jurassic Bungil Formation, Mooga
Sandstone and Orallo Formation outcrops and sub-crops. These areas are recharge areas for the
aquifer sandstones in this region rather than discharge areas. According to their numerical
groundwater simulation model predictions, Santos predict that their CSG activities will cause
drawdown of the potentiometric surface of the Walloon Coal Measures and on a smaller scale cause
drawdowns of the potentiometric surfaces of the Springbok Sandstone and possibly the
Gubberamunda Sandstone, but not to any of the hydrostratigraphic units mentioned previously.
The Santos Fairview and Arcadia CGS fields are outside the Murray-Darling Basin, and as such cannot
impact MDB groundwater or connected surface water resources.
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2.4 COMMENT ON CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENTS
The following section provides comment on the cumulative impact assessments of the proposed CSG
developments. This was not explicitly requested in the scope of services detailed in the project
contract between GA and DEWHA, but its potential significance necessitates some discussion of the
extent to which the EISs have considered the issue of cumulative impacts.
All proponents have recognised that the potential impacts of CSG activities are not likely to be
restricted to the tenements within which CSG and associated groundwater extraction takes place.
APLNG and Santos have attempted to quantify these impacts, whilst QGC has provided a qualitative
assessment of the likely impacts. The cumulative assessments focus primarily on the interaction and
potential cumulative effects of other existing and proposed CSG operations in the local area. NonCSG activities with a potential to impact on groundwater, such as underground coal gasification,
mining, irrigation and power generation, have also been identified and considered.
APLNG based their cumulative assessment (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 25) on available public domain data as
well as their own data. The APLNG assessment determined a medium impact on groundwater with
generally low risk, with the exception of a high risk of reduced groundwater production rates in
landholder bores. In this context, APLNG have proposed an adaptive groundwater monitoring
program predicated on risk identification and management to be key in managing potential
groundwater impacts, and propose the development of a regional monitoring network assisted by
projections from their numerical groundwater flow model (APLNG Vol. 2, Ch. 25, p. 9).
A similar but less substantive assessment was completed by Santos (Santos Suppl. Part 3, Attach. J).
The Santos cumulative impact assessment determined a medium impact on groundwater for the
CSG fields. The Santos assessment concluded that their activities will require
•

mitigation measures

•

the application of specific management practices

•

specific approval conditions

•

and targeted monitoring programs.

Several of the proponents noted both the inability to access detailed data and modelling related to
other existing or proposed (CSG) developments, and the inadequacy of publicly available data, as
major impediments to providing meaningful assessments of cumulative impact (e.g. QGC Vol. 3, Ch.
10).
We consider that the APLNG and Santos ‘cumulative’ models represent useful preliminary
assessments of potential regional hydrogeological impacts resulting from a range of groundwater
extraction activities, and that the APLNG model in particular provides a good starting point for
development of a regional model to underpin groundwater impact prediction and management.
However, we consider that these cumulative impact assessments are unavoidably inadequate, due
to the fact that they do not incorporate the best available information from a number of sources
such as confidential drilling and production data from other companies. We recognise, however,
that individual proponents are not in a position to access such data.
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We consider that a robust cumulative impact assessment is fundamental to informing a risk
assessment and the development of an adaptive management framework that includes a regional
monitoring strategy. A critical requirement for such a robust cumulative impact assessment is
access to data from across the region, and commercial interests dictate that any given company will
have limited access to data produced by other companies. A cumulative impact assessment
undertaken using only a subset of the existing data is not conducive to developing a robust
understanding of the likely impacts of groundwater drawdown and its associated impacts across a
region. Furthermore, a robust cumulative impact assessment requires accurate estimates of
groundwater extraction, and we note that these are highly uncertain until CSG extraction is
underway.
Vink et al’s 2008 scoping study of the groundwater impacts of CSG development also identified
significant data limitations relating to coal seams and surrounding aquifers, and considered that
these must be dealt with to inform policy development in relation to multiple CSG developments. In
particular, they reported on the significant variability in gas and water extraction relationships
(Figure 2.4-1) between the Surat (Walloon) and Bowen basins (Bandanna, Baralaba and Moranbah).
The results of the Vink et al. study accord with our consideration that, in order to assess cumulative
impacts of groundwater extraction, predicting the quantity of water production from future CSG
development is a necessary but complex issue.

Figure 2.4-1. Gas and water production reported in 2007 from producing CSG tenements in the
Bowen and Surat basins. Aggregate production values are reported every 6 months by companies for
each tenement (from Vink et al. 2008).
The difficulties in accessing relevant data to complete a robust cumulative impact assessment
suggest that governments may need to take a lead role in acquiring, compiling and assessing such
data in a commercial-in-confidence setting. This would support the development of a robust
cumulative impact assessment that maximised the utility of all existing data without compromising
commercial sensitivity. Furthermore it is suggested that in the context of considerable uncertainties
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relating to the cumulative impacts of multiple CSG develops, an adaptive management framework
be developed within which the data could be analysed and modelled, with the outputs informing the
development of appropriate monitoring and mitigation measures and strategies. Vink et al. (2008)
reach a similar conclusion regarding the need for an adaptive management approach, where new
findings from a number of different lines of evidence can be incorporated into resource planning
decisions as the information becomes available. With this in mind, we agree with the proponents
that it is imperative that the regional numerical hydrogeological groundwater simulation modelling
required to assess cumulative impact of the CGS activities be carried out by the relevant government
regulatory authorities.
We note that the Queensland Government’s “Blueprint for Queensland's LNG Industry” (DEEDI
2009), and the attested commitment of the proponents and other CSG operators in the south
central Queensland region, will promote collaboration to the development of an agreed approach to
regional groundwater monitoring and cumulative effects groundwater modelling. The
implementation and use of this approach to enable effective impact and risk mitigation will require
high levels of collaboration with other project proponents and regulatory authorities over time. This
is in agreement with Vink et al.’s (2008) conclusion that there is a critical need for involvement from
stakeholders (particularly the CSG industry) in formulating and implementing a monitoring strategy.
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2.5 Further Questions

Further questions that should be put to the proponents or QDERM concerning hydrological or
water quality impacts on groundwater and surface water systems as would affect matters of
National Environmental Significance.
A number of questions have already been put to Qld DERM and the proponents during the course of
the assessment. No further questions are proposed at this time.

Questions that should be put to the proponents or QDERM concerning Murray-Darling Basin
system impacts.
A number of questions have already been put to Qld DERM and the proponents during the course of
the assessment. No further questions are proposed at this time.
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2.6 Work Plan and Budget for Additional Work
Work plan and budget for undertaking additional work to fill the critical information gaps,
taking into account synergies with the Great Artesian Water Resources Assessment being
conducted jointly by GA and CSIRO.
We consider that a number of tasks are necessary for filling critical information gaps relating to the
assessment of likely impacts of proposed and potential future CSG operations on matters. These are
as follows:
•

Undertake a detailed review of the validity of the new models developed by the proponents
according to guidelines established in the Murray Darling Basin Commission Groundwater
Modelling
Guidelines
(http://www2.mdbc.gov.au/data/page/127/model_guide.pdf).
Without having access to the models to make a preliminary assessment of the magnitude of
the work involved in this, we consider that this could be done within approximately 2
months of receiving the models, at a total cost of approximately $100,000.

•

Undertake a comprehensive review of the available data relating to measured hydraulic
characteristics of all hydrostratigraphic units (aquifers and aquitards), and use this to
evaluate the appropriateness of the parameters used in the new models and inform the
parameterisation of a regional scale model. Such a review of existing, public domain is
planned to be undertaken by GA/CSIRO over the next 6 months as part of the GAB Water
Resources Assessment. The scope of incorporating additional, private domain data is not
clear without undertaking a scoping of the available data. Our very rough estimates of this
task, in the absence of any scoping of the extent of this data, is that this could be done
within approximately 3 months.

•

Develop a regional scale 3D hydrostratigraphic framework for understanding the
connectivity between hydrostratigraphic layers, and in which to set these current, and new
EIS proposals. This work is planned to be undertaken to some extent over the next 6 months
by GA/CSIRO as part of the GAB Water Resources Assessment, although this will not include
the task of incorporating private domain data. Our very rough estimates of this additional
task, in the absence of any scoping of the extent of this data, is that this could be
undertaken within approximately 3 months additional to the 6 months of the GAB Water
Resources Assessment.

•

Assess the implications of petroleum and basin analysis work completed in the past few
years should be assessed in order to develop a better understanding of the hydrogeology of
the Bowen Basin and possible hydraulic connection to the Surat Basin. This exercise requires
the acquisition of data identified in the previous tasks, and will take approximately 2
months.

•

Undertake preliminary assessment of any new CSG proposals as requested by DEWHA. We
consider that this will take approximately 3 months per proposal to enable adequate
consideration of the presented information, consultation with proponents and regulators,
and acquisition of additional information as required.

•

Develop a regional scale, groundwater flow model that incorporates understanding of
hydraulic connectivities between hydrostratigraphic layers, and enables the identification of
short term and longer term cumulative impacts on groundwater from CSG operations in Qld
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and NSW (NOTE: We understand that this work is currently being planned by Qld and that
discussions may have been initiated to this effect with NSW).
•

Using the groundwater behaviour predicted by the regional scale model, develop a
monitoring and management strategy that enables early identification of change before
impacts on identified groundwater values occur (NOTE: We understand this work is currently
being planned by Qld).

A very draft scoping of the first five of these tasks is summarised in Table 2-6-1 below. We consider
that the scoping of the other tasks will require considerable consultation with other organisations
and is not possible at this stage. We note that the information in this table is very approximate and
would require more detailed scoping to confirm the timeframes and costs.

Table 2.6-1. Estimated induced leakage as a percentage of aquifer recharge for Santos CSG fields
considered in the current assessment.
Task

Approximate
timeframe

Approximate cost

1. Detailed review of the validity of the new and
revised models

1 month

$50,000

2. Comprehensive review of the available data
relating to measured hydraulic characteristics of
all hydrostratigraphic units

3 months

$100,000

3. Regional scale 3D hydrostratigraphic
framework

6 months (after
completion of Task
2)

$200,000

4. Hydrogeology of the Bowen Basin

4 months (after
completion of Task
2)

$150,000

5. Preliminary assessment of any new proposals
for CSG

3 months (per
proposal)

$100,000
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3. Conclusions and Recommendations

We have reviewed the content of the Environmental Impact Statements and supporting
documentation put forward by the three proponents, along with subsequent additional data and
information, supplemented by discussions with the proponents. Based on this information, we
consider that, while the Environmental Impact Statements relating to proposed and potential future
CSG extraction activities in the Surat and Bowen Basins, Queensland identify and assess a number of
potential local scale (project area) groundwater related impacts, there are some matters that
require further consideration under the Environment, Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
(EPBC) Act 1999.

3.1 Key Recommendations
Although we consider that a number of the issues requested by DEWHA have not been fully
addressed by the material within the EISs, we note that in many cases the necessary information
relating to the impacts of individual operations has either been developed since the submission of
the EISs, or can be acquired in the course of subsequent development under an explicit adaptive
management strategy. We have noted that the current groundwater modelling is inadequate in
terms of scale and detail to address the impacts of multiple CSG developments on groundwater
interactions in the GAB and hence on EPBC listed discharge springs communities in the GAB.
However, if the following recommendations are implemented, it should be possible to manage the
potential groundwater impacts of proposed and potential future CSG extraction activities in the
Surat and Bowen Basin, and minimise the risk of unintentional outcomes for the Great Artesian
Basin.
We thus make the following key recommendations for a staged process of adaptive management of
CSG development.

1. Management of uncertainty
Given the resulting levels of uncertainty in relation to cumulative impacts at the regional scale of a
number of CSG developments, a precautionary approach should be taken in relation to approving
proposed and potential CSG developments, recognising the fundamental principle that excessive
rates of groundwater extraction will have impacts on groundwater and connected surface water
systems, and groundwater dependent values such as EPBC listed discharge springs communities in
the GAB groundwater dependent ecosystems.
In the absence of sufficient evidence to characterise and quantify these potential impacts or to
define excessive rates of extraction, we recommend that proposed and potential CSG
development should be undertaken with an explicit requirement to minimise and mitigate any
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impacts during production.

2. Refinement of existing models as an initial basis for development
We have noted a number of shortfalls in the models presented in the EISs, but consider that overall
these models provide useful preliminary assessments of potential hydrogeological impacts resulting
from a range of groundwater extraction activities.
We recommend that the predictions of these models could serve as a preliminary basis for
informing initial decisions about the approval of the CSG developments, pending a positive
assessment of the validity and implications of the new models we understand have been
developed by the proponents since the submission of the EISs.

3. Modelling regional scale impacts of cumulative CSG developments
We consider that the proponents have, for the most part, proposed appropriate mitigation
measures to address the short term, local scale impacts of groundwater extraction on groundwater
users. However, it is not clear that the measures proposed in the individual proponents’ proposals
will be adequate to fully address regional scale impacts on EPBC values or aquifer interactions.
We recommend that a regional-scale, multi-state and multi-layer model of the cumulative effects
of multiple developments, and a regional-scale monitoring and mitigation approach will be
developed to assess and manage these impacts. Such a model could be used to set the parameters
for an adaptive management framework in which monitoring and mitigation strategies can be
developed that will be applicable at both the project and regional scale. We consider that concerted
Commonwealth and State action will be necessary to develop such a model as a high priority.

4. Management of long-term water balance impacts
We emphasise that any groundwater model, no matter how well-parameterised, calibrated and
validated, is an interpretation of a groundwater system, and therefore subject to uncertainty. Given
that there are shortfalls in the parameterisation and calibration of the models presented in the EISs,
we consider that there are high levels of uncertainty in the accuracy of the predicted impacts of CSG
development on groundwater behaviour and on EPBC listed ecological communities dependent on
discharge from the GAB.
For this reason, we recommend that measures to mitigate the potential impacts of proposed
operations on water balances, such as the re-injection of treated associated water back into
appropriate permeable formation(s) to re-establish pre-development pressure levels, be explored
as an option and considered as a condition for approval of any development activities. This needs
to be undertaken in conjunction with appropriate measures to forecast and proactively manage any
short term impacts, and should enable the reversal of any medium to long term changes in artesian
groundwater pressures before they could impact on EPBC listed discharge communities. The design
of and volumes involved in these activities should be informed by a regional-scale groundwater
model.
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3.2 Additional Recommendations

The adequacy of the proponents’ hydrogeological models for estimating hydrogeological impacts
on and within the Great Artesian Basin (GAB) and other affected surface and groundwater systems
(this would include an initial assessment of the potential of one or more aquifers to depressurise
and dewater and the likely impacts).
•

Adaptive monitoring, data collection, update of numerical groundwater simulation models and
re-interpretation of results should be undertaken, with regular updates in quarterly and annual
reporting to State and Commonwealth agencies.

•

Effort should be aligned between the State and Commonwealth Governments to coordinate the
necessary data collation, data collection and modelling efforts to develop such a regional scale
model.

•

Proponents should provide all data relating to the hydraulic connectivity between aquifers and
aquitards to substantiate the model parameterisation.

•

The groundwater simulation models should be calibrated against measured piezometer
response in areas where CSG development has already commenced.

•

The parameterisation and reporting of all numerical groundwater model outputs should
conform to the recommendations in the Murray Darling Basin Commission Groundwater
Modelling Guidelines.

Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on aquifer interaction (e.g. water flow, cross
contamination), vertical recharge, structural integrity and artesian pressure as a result of the CSG
activities. This applies to both quantity and quality of groundwater.
•

Understanding of the hydrogeology of the Bowen Basin and possible hydraulic connection to the
Surat Basin should be improved through the assessment of petroleum and basin analysis work
completed in the past few years.

•

Hydrogeological, hydrochemistry (including environmental isotopes) and temperature data sets
for the Surat Basin should be reviewed and interpreted to characterise vertical and lateral
groundwater movement. This data should be used to underpin prediction and assessment of the
impacts of CSG development.
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Potential impacts of groundwater extraction on the EPBC Act listed endangered ecological
community ‘The community of native species dependent on natural discharge of groundwater
from the Great Artesian Basin.’
• Understanding of the connectivity between all springs and groundwater systems should be
improved by surveying elevations of known springs and determining their source aquifers. The
likely impacts of drawdown on springs can then be assessed using modelled potentiometric
surfaces;
•

The current risk assessment, monitoring and mitigation measures for springs within the GAB
should be reviewed in light of the degree of uncertainty in the existing modelling results;

•

Where spring sites are located within tenements or the modelled limits of aquifer drawdown,
the proponents should undertake additional monitoring including quarterly ecological
assessments for at least the first 12 months of operations in order to determine the seasonal
presence/absence of EPBC Act listed communities;

•

The definition of natural springs, as applied under the EPBC Act, should be reviewed by DEWHA
with particular reference to the discrimination of ‘discharge’ versus ‘recharge’ springs. This will
ensure that all natural groundwater discharge sites are adequately assessed in terms of their
potential to host EPBC significant communities that can be impacted by changes to
groundwater conditions. The hydrogeological processes associated with so-called “recharge”
springs are not well understood (in particular, their connectivity with groundwater systems),
and it is possible that these springs may be also affected by drawdown from CSG activities.

Potential for recharge into the GAB to be impacted in these areas due to CSG activities and the
likely long-term impact(s).
•

Further trials should be undertaken to establish the feasibility of large scale re-injection,
including assessment of the hydraulic and hydrochemical implications of injecting treated
associated water, to offset any potential impacts on GAB water balance.

Potential impacts of fraccing on the structural integrity of aquifers and aquitards, and on existing
groundwater flow processes.
•

The proponents should adhere to standard operating procedures as defined by the regulator.
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Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of subsidence as the result of the proposals.
•

Baseline and ongoing geodetic monitoring programs should be established by proponents in
consultation with State Government agencies (e.g. Qld DERM) to quantify deformation at the
land surface. This should link from the tenement scale to the wider region across which
groundwater extraction activities are occurring.

Initial advice on the likelihood and materiality of any impact on MDB groundwater or connected
surface water resources.
•

Data should be acquired through drilling and pumping tests to quantify the connectivity
between aquifers overlying the Walloon Coal Measures;
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Appendix 1

Geology and Hydrogeology of Surat, Bowen and Great Artesian Basins

The following is a summary of existing geological and hydrogeological information for the Surat, Bowen
and Great Artesian Basins within Queensland. This information provides a background to the
environment and gives the reader a source of more detailed reference material with regards to some
of the issues addressed in this document.

Bowen Basin
The main part of the Permo-Triassic Bowen Basin, which covers an area of 200,000 km2, outcrops to
the north of the younger Surat Basin, but its southern extension unconformably underlies the Surat
Basin. The southern part of the Bowen Basin has an area of 50,000 km2 and contains up to 9000 m of
sedimentary rocks. In Early Permian time marine sediments were deposited followed in the Late
Permian time by continental deposits including coals of the Bandanna Formation. The Permian
sedimentary sequence is over 3500 m thick in places.
In Early Triassic time the Rewan Formation continental mudstones were laid down, followed by
fluviatile sandstones of the Clematis Sandstones during the Lower to Middle Triassic, followed by the
continental and deltaic mudstones of the Moolayember Formation in the Middle Triassic.

Surat Basin
The Jurassic-Cretaceous Surat Basin is an elongate sedimentary basin, which is part of the
hydrogeological Great Artesian Basin and covers 300,000 km2 in eastern Australia, most of it in
Queensland and New South Wales. It contains up to 2500 m of virtually flat-lying sedimentary rocks
and is connected across the Nebine Ridge with the Eromanga Basin and to the east across the
Kumbarilla Ridge with Clarence-Moreton Basin (Fig. A1-1).
Deposition in the overlying Surat Basin started in the Lower Jurassic with fluviatile sandstones of the
Precipice Sandstone. From the Lower Jurassic to the lowermost Cretaceous sediments are essentially
terrestrial and cyclic, the sequence is up to 1700 m thick and each of the five cycles is hundreds of
metres thick. Each cycle generally commenced with the deposition of coarse sand, grading up into finer
sand and silt and ending with deposition of sand, silt, mud and organic material (ultimately coal). These
cycles were deposited by streams, swamps, lakes, deltas and shallow seas. Late Jurassic uplift gave the
basin its gross structural configuration.
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The sequence (Fig. A1-2) consists of the Precipice Sandstone, followed by the mudstones of the
Evergreen Formation, the Hutton Sandstone, the sandstones, silts, mudstones and coals of the
Walloon Coal Measures, deposited in swamps, lakes and streams. This is overlain by the Springbok
Sandstone, the mudstones of the Westbourne Formation, the Gubberamunda Sandstone, mudstones
of the Orallo Formation, Lower Cretaceous Mooga Sandstone, and the sediments of the Bungil
Formation, which include sandstones, silt and mudstones, deposited in streams, coastal plains and
shallow marine environments. Marine sediments of the Rolling Downs Group were laid down, followed
by shallow marine, beach and terrestrial sediments during Cretaceous times. The sequence of the
Bungil Formation and the Rolling Downs Group is up to 1200 m thick. Erosion took place during the
Late Cretaceous and Tertiary and deep-weathering profiles developed. Volcanics (basalts) erupted
around the Surat Basin in the Oligo-Miocene and active tectonism at this time increased basinward tilt
and exposed parts of the basin units along its eastern and northern margins. The basin’s northern
margin was subsequently eroded.

Great Artesian Basin
The hydrogeological Great Artesian Basin includes the Surat Basin (Fig. A1-1) and the uppermost part
of the Bowen Basin sequence, i.e. the Clematis Sandstone and Rewan and Moolayember Formations.
Most of the sandstone units are aquifers and the mudstones represent aquitards or confining beds.
Aquifers in the Great Artesian Basin are present in the sandstones of the Clematis and Precipice
Sandstones, Boxvale Sandstone Member and the Hutton, Springbok, Hooray, Gubberamunda and
Mooga Sandstones and Kumbarilla Beds and Nullawurt Sandstone Member, with isolated aquifers in
the Griman Creek Formation. The confining beds or aquitards in the Great Artesian Basin consist of the
Rewan Group, Moolayember, Evergreen, Birkhead, Walloon Coal Measures, Westbourne and Orallo
Formations, parts of the Bungil Formation, including the Kingull and Minmi Members, Wallumbilla
Formation, including the Doncaster and Coreena Members, Griman Creek Formation and their
equivalents. A summary stratigraphic column for the Surat Basin and underlying Bowen Basin is
presented in Figure A1-2. Groundwater in the most widely exploited confined aquifers within the
Lower Cretaceous-Jurassic sequence generally contains 500-1500 mg/L total dissolved solids. Artesian
groundwater has pH values which are almost always between 7.5 and 8.5. The artesian groundwater is
chemically of the Na-HCO3-Cl type, and these ions contribute more than 90 percent of the total ionic
strength of solutes in the main basin area.
Recharge of the aquifers by infiltration of rainfall and through creeks and rivers into the outcropping
aquifer sandstones and through unconsolidated sediments overlying the aquifers occurs mainly along
the northern and eastern, elevated, margins of the basin, located on the western slope of the Great
Dividing Range (Fig. A1-3).
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Figure A1-1. Map showing sub-basins of the Great Artesian Basin within Queensland, including the
Surat and Bowen Basins, together with the eastern and western boundaries of the Surat Basin as
defined by the Kumbarilla and Nebine Ridges (DNRM 2005).
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Figure A1-2. Simplified stratigraphy of the Surat Basin showing the unconformable relationship with
the underlying Bowen Basin sequences (Hostetler, 2009).
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Discharge from the Great Artesian Basin aquifers takes place as natural discharge from springs, by
vertical leakage from the aquifers upwards to higher aquifers and the regional watertable, by
subsurface outflow into neighbouring basins and as artificial discharge by means of free or controlled
artesian flow and pumped abstraction from water bores drilled into the aquifers (Habermehl, 1980,
2001a, b). Concentrated outflow from springs occurs from a number of springs in the Surat Basin,
where diffuse discharge from the artesian aquifers takes place through the confining beds towards the
ground surface. Following development of the region since the 1880s, natural discharge has
diminished. Abstraction by water bores and in particular the use by the pastoral industry of flowing
artesian water bores caused large-scale lowering of the potentiometric surface and a steepening of the
hydraulic gradients. A visible effect of this has been the reduction in flow from springs and in some
areas springs have ceased to flow.
Regional groundwater movement in the aquifers in the Great Artesian Basin has been interpreted from
the potentiometric surface maps of the aquifers in the Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous sequences
(Habermehl, 1980, 2001a, Habermehl and Lau, 1997). In the southern and eastern parts of the GAB
flow directions are generally towards the south and south-east. Groundwater movement is slow, and
based on hydraulic data probably around 1–5 m/year, as hydraulic conductivities and gradients are low
and porosities high (Habermehl, 1980). Groundwater flow rates based on carbon-14 and chlorine-36
studies range from less than 1 m/year to approximately 5 m/year (Calf and Habermehl, 1984; Bentley
et al., 1986; Torgersen et al. 1991; Radke et al. 2000; Love et al. 2000; Mahara et al. 2000).
Groundwater residence times determined from carbon-14 and chlorine-36 studies range from several
thousands of years near the recharge areas to more than one million years near the centre of the
Great Artesian Basin. Carbonate spring mound deposits in the Lake Eyre region have dated ages of up
to 740,000 years, with some spring deposits probably being older (Prescott and Habermehl 2008).
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Figure A1-3. Recharge areas, generalised flow directions and spring groups of the Great Artesian
Basin (Fensham 2006). Shaded patterns broadly represent the recharge area; arrows represent
modelled flow lines after Welsh (2000); dashed lines represent spring groups (updated from
Habermehl 1980, 1982).
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Coal Seam Gas Production
Coal seam gas extraction in the Surat Basin is from the Walloon Coal Measures (see Fig. A1-2) in the
north-eastern and northern parts of the Basin. The Walloon Coal Measures range in thickness from 50500 m, and the unit consists mainly of siltstones, mudstones and sandstones that separate nine major
coal intervals (Green, 1997). The coal seams are up to several metres thick, with maximum thicknesses
of about 10 m. The overlying aquifers include the Springbok Sandstone and the Gubberamunda
Sandstone, although the latter is separated from the Springbok Sandstone by the Westbourne
Formation aquitard. The Walloon Coal Measures are underlain by the Hutton Sandstone and Precipice
Sandstone aquifers, the latter being separated from the Hutton Sandstone aquifer by the Evergreen
Formation, a regional aquitard.
Coal seam gas extraction involves the reduction of hydrostatic pressure in the coal seams to allow gas
production by desorption of methane from the coal. This requires the extraction of groundwater from
the coal seams by groundwater production bores. The large amount of groundwater produced, which
in most cases is of poor quality, is called associated water. The process of groundwater extraction in
the Surat Basin aims to lower the groundwater level to approximately 35 m above the upper coal
seam. This is likely to result in a large drawdown in the potentiometric surface of the Walloon Coal
Measures, which, over time, extends outside the bounds of the gas field production area. The
drawdown of the groundwater levels will propagate vertically through the over- and underlying
aquitards or confining beds into the over- and underlying aquifers. Following the cessation of CSG
production and the extraction of groundwater after several decades, the groundwater level drawdown
cones in the affected Great Artesian Basin aquifers, while reducing in magnitude, may still expand
beyond the boundaries of the CSG development areas, and recovery of the drawdown in the affected
aquifers may take a considerable time after cessation of CSG operations.
The significant volume of associated water produced by CSG extraction needs to be disposed of in a
sustainable and environmentally acceptable manner. Suggested options by the proponents and the
Queensland Government authorities include (a) re-injection of treated associated water into selected
aquifers following water treatment to suitable water quality standards, (b) use of treated associated
water in plantations and other agriculture enterprises, and (c) discharge of treated associated water
into surface water or shallow groundwater systems.
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Appendix 2

Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) and related documentation
The relevant information underpinning this advice is contained within the main Environmental
Impact Statement report volumes of the APLNG, QGC and Santos EIS documents, several of the
appendices, a range of technical supplements provided by the proponents, along with a number of
other relevant publications. Contrary to the initial list of relevant documents provided by DEWHA,
consideration of the issues raised requires reference to a significantly wider range of information.
The list of documents below identifies the information sources which GA and Dr M.A. Habermehl
have either identified or referred to in relation to this more detailed assessment.

Australia Pacific LNG (APLNG) Environmental Impact Statements
http://www.aplng.com.au/our-eis
* Not provided and not requested by DEWHA for original review
•

•

Volume 2 – Gas Fields
o

Chapter 3* – Project Description (77 pages)

o

Chapter 9* – Water Quality & Aquatic Ecology (40 pages)

o

Chapter 10 – Groundwater (59 pages)

o

Chapter 11* – Surface Water (49 pages)

o

Chapter 12* – Adaptive Associated Water Management (23 pages)

o

Chapter 23* – Matters of National Environmental Significance (168 pages)

o

Chapter 24* – Environmental Management Plan (114 pages)

o

Chapter 25* – Cumulative Impact Assessment (25 pages)

Volume 5 – Attachments
o

Attachment 17* – Aquatic Ecology, Water Quality and Geomorphology Impact
Assessment – Gas Fields. Prepared by Hydrobiology for WorleyParsons. (195 pages)

o

Attachment 18* – Aquatic Ecology, Water Quality and Geomorphology Impact
Assessment – Gas Transmission Pipeline. Prepared by Hydrobiology for
WorleyParsons. (146 pages)
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•

o

Attachment 21 – Groundwater Technical Report - Gas Fields. Prepared by
WorleyParsons for APLNG. (280 pages)

o

Attachment 22* – Surface Water and Watercourses - Gas Fields. Prepared by
WorleyParsons for APLNG. (238 pages)

o

Attachment 23 – Conics IQQM Model [Hydrologic Modelling of Permeate

o

Discharge to Condamine River]. Prepared by Conics for Origin Energy. (41 pages)

o

Attachment 24 – Adaptive Associated Water Management - Gas Fields (83 pages)

o

Attachment 25 – Water Resource Technical Report – Gas Transmission Pipeline.
Undertaken by WorleyParsons. (41 pages)

APLNG response to Geoscience Australia questions - August 2010. 52 p.

Queensland Gas Company/British Gas (Queensland Curtis LNG project)

Queensland Curtis LNG Draft and Supplementary Environmental Impact Statements
http://qclng.com.au/eis/draft-eis/

•

Volume 2 – Project Description
o

•

Chapter 7 – Gas Field Component Operations + Supplement (48 pages)

Volume 3 – Environmental Assessment of Gas Field Component
o

Chapter 8 – Aquatic (Freshwater) Ecology + Supplement (15 pages)

o

Chapter 9 – Surface Water + Supplement (21 pages)

o

Chapter 10 – Groundwater + Supplement. Overview of the potential impacts of the
CSG field activities on groundwater. (35 pages)

o

Chapter 11 – Associated Water Management + Supplement (91 pages)

•

Appendix 3.2 – Groundwater Study – Northwest Development Area. Prepared by Golder
Associates for QGC. (184 pages)

•

Appendix 3.4 – Gas Field Groundwater Report: Parts 01-13. Prepared by Golder Associates for
QGC. (292 pages)

•

*QGC Groundwater Study Surat Basin, Queensland. Prepared by Golder Associates for QGC (163
p. + 10 p. ) + Groundwater Modelling for CSG Extraction – QGC. Prepared by Golder Associates
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for QGC. (46 p.) + QGC Groundwater Quality Assessment. Prepared by Golder Associates for
QGC. (33 p.)*
•

QGC Environmental Authority Application: North West Development Area – Supporting
Information. (165 pages)

•

QGC Pipeline Licence Application – South East and Central Development Area Supporting
Information (52 pages)

•

QGC response to DEWHA request for further information related to Groundwater issues. (14
pages)

•

Assessment of subsidence due to coal seam gas extraction. Prepared by Golder Associates for
QGC, 20 August 2010. 5 pages.

•

Response to DEWHA 300810 – Attachment 3 – Geodetic Monitoring. 1 page.

Santos (Gladstone LNG Project)

Gladstone LNG Environmental Impact Statement
(http://www.glng.com.au/Content.aspx?p=90)

•

Section 3 – Project Description (98 pages)

•

Section 6 – Coal Seam Gas Field Environmental Values and Management of Impacts
o

Section 6.1 – Assessment Methodology (2 pages)

o

Section 6.4 – Nature Conservation (62 pages)

o

Section 6.5 – Surface Water (21 pages)

o

Section 6.6 – Groundwater (75 pages)

o

Section 6.7 – Associated Water Management (27 pages)

•

Appendix N4 – Aquatic Flora and Fauna. Prepared by frc environmental for URS. (299 pages)

•

Appendix P1 – Shallow Groundwater. Prepared by URS for Santos. (178 pages)

•

Appendix P2 – Deep Groundwater. Prepared by Matrixplus for Santos. (145 pages)

Gladstone LNG Supplementary Environmental Impact Statement
(http://www.glng.com.au/Content.aspx?p=96)
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EIS Response to Submissions
•

Coal Seam Gas Field Environmental Values and Management of Impacts (83 pages)

•

Appendix G – EPBC Act Report (13 pages)

•

Appendix P – Groundwater (3 pages)

•

Appendix Q – Associated Water Management Strategy (3 pages)

Supporting Documentation
•

Attachment B1 – Coal Seam Gas Field Revised Environmental Management Plan. (46 pages)

•

Attachment D2 – Groundwater and Associated Water Impact Management Plan. Prepared by
Golder Associates for Santos. (208 pages)

•

Attachment D3 – Associated Water Management Plan. (68 pages)

•

Attachment D5 – Nature Conservation. Supplementary Assessment of Potential Impact to
Ecological Values. Prepared by URS for Santos. (171 pages)

•

Coal Seam Hydraulic Fracturing Fluid Environmental Risk Assessment: Response to the
Coordinator General Requirements for Coal Seam Gas Operations in the Surat and Bowen Basins,
Queensland. Prepared by Golder Associates for Santos. (424 pages)

•

Technical Memorandum – The Matter of the Impact from Santos CSG Fields on the GAB Springs.
Golder Associates, 10 August 2010. (3 pages)

•

Assessment of subsidence due to coal seam gas extraction. Prepared by Golder Associates for
Santos, 1 September 2010. 12 pages.
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